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PHASE TWO OPINION 

1. Summary 

This is the second decision in the application of Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company (PG&E) to form a holding company structure, in which we examined 

an audit prepared by the Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) to determine 

whether it was necessary to impose any further c<?nditions on PG&E as a result of 

the audit's findings. 

Between ORA's audit and the CoJlUl\issioJi.'s review there6f, the 

Comnussion adopted the Alfiliate Transaction Rules in Decision (D.) 97-12-088, 

as modified by 0.98-08-035. PG&B also began the process of staffing and 

developing the holding company infrastructute and continues this process today. 

Because the Affiliate Transaction Rules and PG&E's restructuring into a holding 

company slruclure may resolve some of the problems found by ORA's audit, we 

do not adopt many of the additional conditions which ORA proposes. However, 

because we cannot validate that this is in fact the case, we direct a future 

verification audit to detern\ine compliance with conditions adopted in this 

proceeding and in other Con\n\ission proceedings. We also n'aintain the 

conditions we adopted in 0.96·11-017, the Interinl Opinion in this case, and 

adopt several further conditions on 'PG&E with respect to internal ~ontrols. \Vith 

Ihese (urther (onditions, we approve the application and dose this proceeding. 

ORA's reconlmended financial conditions were the most hotly disputed 

conditions in this case. We do not adopt these financial conditions (or PG&E 

alone because ORA's justification for imposing these conditions is not unique to 

l'G&E, but applies to a1l Conlmission-regulated energy utilities. However, we 

provide that parties who believe if necessary to raise the need for further 

financial conditions on all electric and gas utilities within our jurisdiction, either 
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as proposed by ORA in this proceeding or other appropriate financial conditions, 

may raise this issue when the Conunission reviews the Affiliate Transaction 

Rules as provided for in 0.97,.12-088, slip op. at p. 99, Ordering Paragraph 10. 

2. Background 

~.1. Procedural Background 

This is the second decision in PG&E's application for authorizatioh 

to (orn\ a holding company structure. A February 15, 1996 Administrative Law 

Judge (ALJ) ruling determined that ORA should conduct an audit in this 

proceeding of all of PG&E's significant utility/affiliate transactions from the 1994 

reporting period through the present. The Commission later allirmed this ruling 

in 0.96-11-017, the Phase One Interim Opinion. 

The AL] ruling also stated that it was appropriate to address PG&E's 

application in an Interim opinion before conclusion of the a.udit, which ORA 

estimated at the time of the motion to be ri'lid-1997. The ruling furthee stated: 

"If the interim decision approves the application, it would do so 
conditioned upon the outcome of the audit.. Once the audit is 
complete, the parties could comment thereon, and hearings, if 
appropriate, could be scheduled to take additional testin\ony 
addressing appropriate further conditions which may arise as a 
result of the audit." (February 15, 1996 Ruling at p. 7.) 

The Interim Opinion granted PG&E the authority it sought in the 

application, subject to the conditions set forth in that decision, and "conditioned 

. upon the ouh~oIl\e of the audit discussed in Section 6 of this decision, and any 

further conditions or modifications of existing conditions which n\ay arise fronl 

Phase 2 of this proceeding." (0.96-11-017, slip op., Ordering Paragr<lph 1 at p. 45.) 

The Interinl Opinion discussed this proceeding's background and proposed 

rcorg<1nization In detail, and we do not repeat that discussion hete. 
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On August 16, 1996, ORA issued a request (or proposals to conduct the 

audit ordered by the Interim Opinion. ORA retained Overland Consulting 

Company (Overland) to perfornt the audit, which con\menced 6n October 3, 

1996. On November 26, 1997, ORA served on all parties a redacted version of 

Volume One of the audit. ORA ultimately served the full audit on the parties 

(some segments are under seal and Were served pursuant to a nondisclosure 

agreement). PG&E filed written testimony ihrcsponsc to the audit, ORA filed 

rebuttal testimony thereto, and PG&E in htrn fiI~d surrebuttal t~stin\()ny. 

Hearings were held fron\ August 31 through September 17, 1998. PG&E 

and ORA filed opening briefs on Novemb~r 10, 1998, and reply briefs on 

November 25, 1998. The parties held dosing argument before Assigned 

Conmussioner Neeper on December 10, 1998. This application was subnlitted on 

November 25, 1998. 

2.2. The Holding Company and Its Affiliates 
Alter the (orn\ation o[ the holding company, PG&B Corpor;;\tion 

became the parent of PG&E and PG&E's affiliates. Prior to the [ormation of the 

holding conlpany, PG&E's investments in nonutility businesses were held 

through PG&E Enterprises, which was a wholly owned subsidiary of the utility. 

PG&E Enterprises' major busin~ss units and lines of business during the audit 

period were PG&E Generating Company (which held a partnership interest in 

U.S. Generating Company), PG&E Properties, Inc. (which is being liquidated), 

PG&B Energy Services, PG&B Ovcrsetts, Inc., PG&E Generating International 

(which held a partnership interest in International Generating Company which 

was subsequently sold), and DALEN Corporation, which was sold during the 

audit period. 
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With the {ormation of the holding company structure on January 1, 

1997, PG&E became a subsidialY of the holding company and transferred its 

investments in PG&E Enterprises to PG&E Corporation. PG&E Corporation 

(ornled live business lines under the holding'company. They include PG&E (the 

current California utility operations); U:S. Generating Company (electric 

generation); PG&E Energy Services (energy services); PG&E Energy Trading 

(energy trading); and PG&E Gas Transmission (gas transmission). The following 

entities remain subsidiaries of the utility: Alberta and Southern Gas Co. Ltd.i 

Alberta and Southern Gas Marketing Inc.; Calaska Energy Company; Eureka 

Energr Company; Mission Trail InsuranCe {CaYlllan)1 Ltd. (which PG&E states .s 
. being disbanded); Natural Gas Corporation of California; NGe Production 

Company; Pacific California Gas System, Inc.; Pac~fic Conservation Services 

Company; Pacific Energy Fuels CornpanYi Pacific Gas Properties Company; and 

Standard Pacific Gas Line Incorporated. 

3. Th& Audit and Subsequent Events 

The Overland Audit Report covered the period between 1994 and 1996 (the 

audit period). The Audit Report included a review of all of PG&E's affiliate 

transactions during the audit period, and a review of the current business plans 

of PG&E affiliates. Ac(ording to the Audit Report, the primary purposes of the 

audit were: 

• To prov'lde a baseline description of the business activities and 
plans of PG&E's affiliates; 

• To determine whether PG&E's aUiliate transactions during the 
period 1994 through 1996 were consistent with the 
Commission's applicable policies and standards for affiliate 
transactionsj 
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• To asscss the implications of holding company (ormation and 
PG&E Corporation's business plaris on PG&E and its 
ratepayers; 

• Todevclop and J'ecommend additional conditions netcssary to 
protect PG&E and its ratcpayers ftom the risks associated with 
holding company fotmatioil and PG&E Corporation's business 
plans. " . 

The Audit Report addressed 16 of the 18 conditions adopted by t~e Ii~terin\' 

Opinion and l'e(omrncnds that 15 of them he ~()ntinued 'and one be modified.' 

Additionally, Overland n'lade 46 newrecorrimendati,bils atld o[(eted23 new or 

modified conditions. In rebuttal, Overland withdrew SOme of the ~onditions, 
- ~" . ' 

primarily based oil the Conunission's,adoptiot\ of t~e ~lfiliate Transaction Rules 
- . , 

in Rulemaking (It) 97-04-011/lnvestlgatioll (I.) 97-04~012. Overland's witnesses 

also withdrew orn\odified various I'ec6tfunertdationsi~the hearings. "This" 
. . 

decision addresses the current (onditions and rccom.rnendations stiU in 

con troversy. 

Two subsequent events occurred a1ter the end o( the audit period which 

the parties argu~, to various degrees, a (fed this decisiort. First, the Commission 

enacted the Affiliate Transaction Rules in D.97-12-088, 'as modilied by' 

0.98-08-935. These rules cover transactions between certain gas and ~lectric 

utilities and their affiliates which are engaged in the provision of a product that 

us~s gas or electricity, or the provision of services that rdate t9 the use of gas or 

electricity. \Ve included a holding (ompan)t within th~ definition of lIaffiliatell 

• The t\,·,.o (onditi~ns in the Interim Opinion that the audit report did not address were 
those that mandated the audit and required the shareholders to bear the cost o( the 
reorganization. 
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only to the extent the holding company is engaged in the provision of products . 
and services as set out in the rules. 

Prior to the issuance of 0.97-12-088, ORA nloved to consider the Audit 

Report, whtch is the subject of this proceeding, in the Affiliate Transaction 

proceeding. ORA argued that the report would provide the CoIl\n\ission with 

real and practkal information about affiliate transactions with utilities. In. 

0.97-12-088, we denied ORAis motion without prejud,iceto raJse it at a later time 

if conditions warrant. W~ articulated our desire to issue a-decision in the 

AffilJate Transaction proceeding by the end of 1997, and rec()gnized that 

cons'ideration of th~ audit would require, at the least, ai'tother round of cOn\n\ents 

from the parties and could delay theissuari~e of thatdedsion. However, we 

stated that nothing in the Affiliate Transactl.on proceeding pteyents the 

COTl'IInission from issuhlsother utility-sped~ic rules in this area in another 

proceeding, if the Commission believes it necessary to do so. (0.97-12-088, 

slip op. at p. 20.) 

Indeed, Rule H.E articulates _this principle: 

"Existing ~ules! Existing Commission rules for ~ach utility and its 
parent holding conlpany shall continue to apply except to the extent 
they conflict with these Rules. In such cases, these Rules shall 
supersed~ prior rules and gUidelines, prOVided that nothing herein 
shall predude (1) the Commission fron\ adopting other utility
specifiC guldeHnes; or (2) (\ utilityor its parent holding company 
from adopting other utility-specific guidelines, with advance 
COlnmission approval." 

To the extent we need them now, we can and will adopt more utility-specific 

rules. To the extent we believe that the generic rutes address the issue raised, or 

that it is too early to tell (since the genericrulcs are relatively recent), we do not 

adopt additional utility-specific rules at this time.-
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Second, after the Commission, through its Interim Opinion, granted PG&E 

the conditional authority to reorganize into a holding company structure, PG&R 

began the process of sta({ing and developing the infrastructure for the holding 

company. The Audit Report is based on in{orrnation gathered through about 

early 1997, yet PG&E has continued the process of stalfing and developing the 

infrastructure. Because of this timing, the current holding company structure is 

not necessarily what Overland evaluated in its audit. 

4. Standard of RevIew and Burden 6f Proof 

As we stated in the Interim Opinion, in approving holding company 

applications, we have ad()pted a standard of review of ratepayer indifference. 

(Interim Opinion, at p. 14.) 

II Accotdingly, when a utility seeks to reorganiz~ ut1dcr a holding 
company structure undcr Pub. Util. (Public Utilities] Code § 818, we 
do not require it to demonstrate n10re than that (1) a valid business 
purpose exists, and (2) the reorganization may be accomplished and 
future operations conducted pursuant to conditions that \vill be 
adequate to protect the public interest./I (Id.) 

We recognized in the Interim Opinion that the recent Commission history 

of utility reorganizatiOlls into holding companies has involved a series of 

conditions. The Intcrin\ Opinion further elaborated on this point: 

"As we stated in the Sail Diego and Rosel1i1te Holding Co. DecisioJls, in 
determining appropriate condltt.ons of our approval for this 
application, 'we arc left to strike a balance that will allow easing our 
oversight of competitive and unregulated enterprises of affiliates 
while retaining our ability effectively to regulate utilit}' operations. 
As ever, we remain determined that the utility's remaining powers 
as a natural monopoly b~ clearly vested in operating units that we 
may readily id~ntify and regulate. It only requires mention that in 
striking such balance, we find ourselves engaged in a quasi
legislative mode, c()l\ce~ned prinli\rily with questions of policy, 
rather than in a quasi-legislative mode where we would be engaged 
in the application of law to (~\clS.1II (Intcrin\ Opinion at p. 21, dting 
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Application of Roseville Telephone Compa"y for Authorization to 
Implement a Piau of Reorgauiztllioll WIlic1J Will Result ill a Holdillg 
Company Structure, (Roseville Holding Co. DecisiolJ), 0.96-07-059, 
slip op. at p. 10, and ApplicaliclIl o/Sall Diego Gas & Eleelric Company 
for Afll/loriwlion 10 Implemellt a Plan of Reorgatlizalioll Whic/, Will 
Result iu a Holdillg Compauy Structure, (SDG&E Holding Co. Decision), 
0.95-12-018,62 CPUC2d 626, 636.) 

ORA states that this transaction is also subject to Pub. Util Code § 854. \Ve 

addressed this issue in the Interim Opinion, where we heJd that PG&E's 

proposed transaction sh()uld not be classified as an acquisiti()n activity subject to 

§ 854. (h\lerim Opinion at p. 10.) ORA has not pJ'esented arguments which cause 

us to ch~nge this conclusion. 

The parties dilfer on the issue of burden of proof. PG&E recognizes that, 

as the applicant, it has the overall burden of proof. However, I>G&E states that 
. ' . ~ 

the Commission has recoghized that an applicant cannot be required to 

conclusively prove the negative. According to PG&E, the Comn\ission's general 

approach to burden of proof require~ the applicant to-present a prima facie case 

that the substantive standard for approving the appJication is satisfied. 

Thereafter, the ~lIrdcn of developing and presenting contrary proof shifts to 

those who oppose the application. 

ORA agrees that as applicant, PG&E bears the overall burden of proof. 

However, it disputes PG&E's argument that ORA has the burden of proof in this 

phase of the proceeding because PG&E has made a prima fllcie case for approving 

the application. ORA maintains that PG&E has not made a prima facie case that, 

without appropriate conditions, ~G&E/S reorganization into a holding company 

structure meets statutory and Comn\ission standards. According to ORA, PG&E 

continues to bear the burden in this phase of the proceeding to den\onstrate that 

its reorganization will not be harmful to either ratepayers or competition. 

-9-
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The parties confuse the burden of proof with the burden to produce 

evidence. As applicant, PG&E has the burden of proof to denlonstrate that its 

requested relief is reasonable under our adopted standard of ratepayer 

indifference for approving holding company applications. PG&B therefore has 

the burden of proof to demonstrate that (1) a valid business purpose exists, and 

(2) the reorganization may be accomplished and future operations conducted 

pursuant to conditions that will be adequate to protect the public interest. To t~e 

extent that it fails to meet this burden, We may add further (Qnditions in order to 

protect the public interest or reject the application. 

PG&E implies that ORA has attempted to pM.ce an unfair burden of proof 

upon it, namely, that PG&E must prove a negative and show that the (actual 

circumstances (such as fin'anda) circumstances) by which ORA justifies its 

recommended conditions would neVer under any circumstances occur. We do 

not expect PG&E to disprove a negative. However, we expect PG&E to address 

positive evidence purporting to show that approval of its applicatiol\ is 

unreasonable in the absence of certain conditions. ORA, on the other hand, has 

the burden of producing evidence in support of its affirmative recommendations. 

However, the ultimate burden of proof as to OUr granting the application, as 

stated above, does not shift from PG&E. 

As we stated in the context of decisions addressing proposed 

disallowances: 

" ... where other parties challenge the utility's showing such parties 
have the burden of producing evidence in support of such challenge 
and in support of adoption of their recommended ratemaking 
disallowance or adjustment, but theultirrtate burden of proof of 
reasonableness is never shifted (rom the utility to the challenging 
party." (Re PG&E, D.94-03-050, 53 CPUC2d 481,499, dting Re Pacific 
Bell, D.87-12-067, 27 CPUC2d I, 145.) 

-10 -
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. 5. PG&E and ORA Differ Regarding the Need for Additional Safeguards 

As discussed above, the Interin\ Opinion set forth various conditions 

which we imposed upon PG&B in order for it to reorganize into a holding 

company structure (subject to any additional conditions we might impose in this 

phase). Other safeguards also protect ratepayers from the potentially harmful 

consequences of PG&B's affiliate relationships. Certain, but not alJ, of PG&E's 

affiliates arc also subject to the Affiliate Transaction Rules. Various sections of 

the Pub. Util. Code a~so address the utility/affiliate relationship and the 

Commission's general ratemaking authority and penalty powers. The 

Commission has also adopted certain reporting requirements in 0.93-02-019,48 

CPUC2d 163. 

The parties both agree that effective Commission regulation is needed 

here. However, they strongly disagree on \vhat ~onstitutes effective regulation. 

PG&E believes that the eXisting regulatory framework is fully adequate [or the 

present and flexible enough for the future. ORA believes that the audit findings 

demonstrate that additional conditions arc warranted. The specific disputes are 

discussed in the sections whkh fonow, and arc summarized in Appendix A, 

which contains a comparison exhibit prepared by the parties. A brief overyiew 

of PG&E/s and ORA's positions is useful in order to put their specific arguments 

in a broader context. 

PG&E argues that the specific audit findings do not support ORA's 

recommended conditions. In part, PG&E argues that the O\'erland audit was 

overtaken by events which diminished its relevancy. For ~xample, some of 

ORA's recommendations have been superceded by the Affiliate Transaction 

Rules and PG&E's reorganization into a holding company structure. PG&E 

argues that, although ORA has modified its recommendati.ons in part to reflcct 

the Affiliate Transaction Rules, ORA has not sufficiently recognized the increased 
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separation and better cost allocation betwccn the utility and its affiliates, which 

both the Affiliate Tr.lnsaction Rules and the reorganization have brought to 

PG&E. 

PG&E also believes that it will be competitively disadvantaged if the 

Commission adopts ORA's conditions because it will bear restrictions and 

burdens beyond those imposed on similarly situated utility holding companies. 

PG&E argues that the existing safeguards were carefully designed by the 

Contn\ission to strike a balan~e between the goals of bringing ratepayers the 

benefits of aggressive but fair competition and protecting them from potential 

harms. Because of the need to strike this batan~e, pe&E maintains that rules that 

are more restrictive than general Commission staridards are not necessarily more 

protectiVe of the public interest. PG&E believes that restrictions intended to 

address particular (oncerns can, when applied in contexts where concerns do not 

exist, create perverse incentives, adversely affect competition, and impose 

needless administrative burdens that raise costs and detract from nlOre 

productive utility activities. 

ORA beHeves that additional conditions are warranted to protect 

ratepayers, and that the Comn'lission has one good opportunity, namely this 

proceeding, to protcct ratepayers from the harm which Overland had identified. 

ORA recognizes that although the holding company structure provides some 

legal protection of utility assets from daims arising out of nonutility business 

activities, it does not elinlinate the risk that affiliate financialloss(>s will impair 

the utility'S access to capita1. 

ORA believes that the (ormation of a holding company creates at least four 

basic risks lor ratepayers. These are the risks that: (1) financial losses incurred by 

affiliates will impair th~ utility's ability to attract capital on reasonable terms; 

- 12-
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(2) the patent company will subordinate the interests of the utility to'the interests 

of the other affiliates; (3) the parent company will use the holding company 

structure to reduce state regulatory authority over utility operations and costs; 

and (4) the patent company will use the utility's exclusive service territory 

franchise and ratepayer-funded assets to provide an u"nfalr competitive 

advantage to affiliates. 

ORA believes th~t risks created by holding (ompanyformation must be 

evaluated based on two factors: (1) the probability that an adv~r$e out(ome will 

~curi and (2) the amount <?f darnages resulting from an adverse outcon\e. 

According to ORA, a catastrophic fAilure of the hoMing company's J\onutility 

investments may have a relatively low probability of occurring, but the potential 

adverse economic consequences to ratepayers ate large. As a result, the risk that 

failed diversification will impair PG&E's ability to aUrad capital on reasonable 

terms is the most significant risk associated with holding company fotlI\ation. 

ORA disagrees with PG&E that the Commission should not iO\pose more 

stringent (onditions on it than it has 01\ other sil'nitarly situated utilities. ORA 

believes the facls in this proceeding arc felr different for PG&E than they were in 

the Affiliate Transaction Rulemaking or in previous holding con\rany decisions, 

because thes~ prior proceedings did not review the relief unique to PG&E's 

drcumstances, and most prior holding company decisions wcre decided before 

electric industry restructuring. ORA maintains that PG&E's affiliates arc 

aggressive but have at best achieved only limited success. Yet, PG&E/s 

unregulated affiliates will soon eclipse PG&B in size. According to ORA .. this is a 

recipe for significant ratepayer harn\ that has not b~en sampled before in the 

Affiliate Transaction Rulcmaking or other holding company cases. 
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TIle parties weave these broad arguments throughout their presentation, 

and we address thell\ in the context of our decisions on the specific points of 

contention addressed in the following sections. 

6. Financial Conditions 

ORA's proposed financial conditions were the most hotly debated issues in 

this casco ORA proposes the following five financial conditionsl lour of which 

PG&E strongly opposes. 

1. Restrittions on Lines of Business. The fotal capitalization (debt 
and equity) of PG&E's non-energy related business lines shall not 
exceed 20% of PG&E's capitalization. Energy related business 
lines include fuel supply! energy conversion, storage, 
transnussion, distribution, marketing, power quality, energy 
managen~eJ'lt, energy e[(iciency and associated technologies. 

2. Restriction on Total Investment. The total capitalization of 
PG&E Corporation's business units other than PG&E shall Hot 
exceed PG&E's capitalization. PG&E Corporation will adjust the 
inveshllent and dividend policies of its business units as 
necessary to satisfy this condition. 

3. Prohibition Against Patent Company Senior Securities and 
Pledging PG & E Sloe k. All finandngs other than short-term debt 
and the sale of PG&E Corporation c011\mo1\ stock shall occur at 
the subsidiary level. PG&E Corporation 'wiH not issue any 
preferred stock or any debt with a maturity greater than 
12 months. PG&B Corporation will not pledge its stock as 
security (or debt or make any other commitments substantially 
impairing its ability to distribute PG&E's common stock to PG&B 
Corporation's shareholders in a spin-off. 

4. Capital Requirements. The capital requirements of PG&E, as 
determined to be necessary and prudent to meet the obligation to 
serve or to opcr,1te the utility in a prudent and efficient manner, 
shan be given first priority by PG&E Corporation's Board of 
Directors. 
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5. Utility Divestiture. The Conmlission may order PG&B 
Corporation to divest PG&E through ~ distribution of PG&E 
common stock to PG&E Corporation's shareholders (i.e., a 
spin-oft) if the Conlnussion determines that PG&E's a(filiation ' 
with PG&E Corporation has caused or is likely to Cause Illaterial 
harm to PG&E or its ratepayers. PG&E's affiliates will n6tily 
their creditors the Con\mission has the authority to order the 
divestiture of PG&E under ~ertain circumstances. 

We first address the (inancial (ondition on which both PG&E and ORA 

agree. In Condition 4 above, ORA has modified the requirement adopted in the' 

Interim Opinion to give priority to capital needed to meet the utility's obligation 

to serve to include "or to operate the utility in a prudent andeffident manner." 

(See Interim Opinion, slip op. Ordering Paragraph 17 at p. 48-49.~ PG&E has 

agreed to Overland's revised language of this condition, and we ad()pt the 

revision. 

The parties disagree on the remaining financial conditions. ORA of(ers the 

following rationale for its reconunended conditions. It proposes Condition 1, the 

restrictions on PG&E's non~energy related business Imes, because it believes this 

condition wm reduce the risk that PG&B Corporation's nonutility businesses wiJI 

experience large finandallosses by preventing PG&E Corporation from making 

large investments in business lines outside of its competency. ORA proposes 

Condition 2, limitirlg the capita]izatiort of PG&E' affiliates to the amount of 

PG&E's capitalization, because it believes this condition will reduce the risk that 

failed diversification will impair I'G&E's ac~ess to capital by limiting PG&E 

Corporation's exposure to losses. ORA also believes that this condition reduces 

the risk that PG&E Corporation will subordinate PG&E's interest to those of the 

a ((iliates. 

ORA argues that Condition 3, prohibiting PG&E Corporation fronl issuing 

long-te!n'\ debt and preferred stock at the holding company level and froul 
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pledging PG&E common stock as support for debt, is designed to prevent what it 

calls lIupslream" c1ain\s on PG&E's cash flow that might impair PG&E's access to 

capital on reasonable terms. ORA explains that using the C01111110n stock of a 

subsidiary as security for parent company debt is frequently referred to as 

double leveraging, and believes that double leveraging would reduce PG&E 

Corporation's consolidated equity ratio. According to ORA, excessive debt 

leverage increases financial risk in the consolidated holding conlpany system, 

increasing the risk that PG&E Corporation'sfinandallosses will impair PG&E's . 
access to capital on reasonable terms. ORA also statesthat excessive leverage at 

the PG&E Corporation level can harm ratepayers by reducing PG&E's financial 

flexibility even if PG&E is not required to make excessive dividend payments to 
. . '~ . 

PG&E Corporation to support PG&E Corporation debt. 

aIlA argues that Condition 5, the utility divestiture condition .. is intended 

to prevent PG&E Corporation from entering into loan agreements containing 

conditions which would prevent or complkate the Con\n1issiol\'s ability to order 

PG&E Corporation to spin-oft PG&E~ and th~s provides the Con\mission with 

the remedial power needed to respond to a catastrophic failure of PG&H 

Corporation's nonutility investments. According to ORA, this condition also 

provides the Comnlission with remedial powers needed to respond to material 

abuses of the affiliate relationship between PG&B and PG&E Corporation.! 

lORA also presents several altcrnatlve recommendations in the event the Conlmission 
rejects its primary recommendations. ORA states that the Commission should preserve 
its authority to order nlanagement to sell stock dir~lly to the public jf needed to satisfy 
the capital structure condition included in the Interim Opinion. ORA also recommends 
that the Commission adopt a condition limiting long·tern\ and intermediate terol debt 
at the holding company level to 10% o( PG&E Corporation's stand·alone capitalization. 
Finally, ORA agrees that the Utility Divestiture condition could provide some fleXibility 
as to the method used to accomplish the divestiture. 
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ORA argues that it is necessary to impose these conditions on PG&E 

becauseof PG&E's aggressive growth plans and the bllsitless risks inlposed by 

electric industry restructuring. ORA argues that PG&E has adopted an 

aggressive growth strategy for all of its major business Hnes except PG&E, 

whereby the capitalization of PG&H Corporationis nonutility subsidiaries may 

exceed PG&E's capitalization within five years, and PG&E could a~count lor less 

than one third of PG&E CotporationJs total capitalization within 10 years. 

Moreover, these other affiliates will be more risky than PG&E, since they operate 

in highly competitive evolving iflarkets. ORA explains that the Conunission 

should adopt the financial conditions eVen il the probability that PG&E 

Corporation will experience large losses is low, since the conditions could be 

viewed as insuran~e and justified on a risk-adjusted basis by the potential harm 

avoided. 

PG&E opposes these conditions on a number of procedural and 

substantive grounds. \Ve are persuaded~ by the argument that ORA's justification 

for in\posing these conditions is not unique to PG&E alone, and therefore decline 

to adopt the financial decisions for PG&E atolle in t~is proceeding. 

Although there is evidence on this record that PG&E Corporation is 

planning to engage in newly competitive businesses through its affiliates, there is 

no evidence that the risks ate greater fot PG&E than they ate fot any other 

California investor-owned energy utility. For example, ORA did not review the 

·business plans of any of the othcr California encrg}' utility holding companies to 

see how their plans might compare to those of PG&E Corporation. PG&E and 

PG&E Corporation currently have high credit ratings, and PG&E Corporation is 

currently focusb\g its plans on the domestic energy business, and in energy-
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related businesses where it has more expertise.' The evidence docs not show that 

the business risks flowing fron\ electric industry restructuring are greater for 

PG&E than they are for other California utilities. The evidence also demonstrates 

that several companies are pursing a national energy strategy, and only a small 

number of those are expected to be successful in continuing to pursue such a 

strategy. As such, we cannot make a finding that PG&E Corporation should be 
" 

subject to the proposed financial restrictions while other California investor-

owned energy utilities are not, because the evidence does not show that PG&E is 

unique vis-a-vis other California investor-owned energy utilities, and we do not 

wish to place PG&E at a competitive disadvantage with respect to such other 

California energy utilities. 

PG&E also presented lengthy testimony on the merits, attempting to show 

why the proposed financial conditions are substantively flawed and sh~~mld not 

be adopted. ORA strenuously opposed these arguments, and asserts that its 

proposed conditions are necessary to assure the utility's access to capital on 

"reasonable tern'ls. For example, PG&E disagrees with ORA's prindpal contention 

that holding co~pany financial distress could impair the utility's access to 

capital, thereby harming ratepayers. PG&E believes that this contention raises 

unrealistic concerns given that PG&E's capital needs, which will be more modest 

in the future given th~t its operations arc largely those of a transmission and 

distribution utility, are Hkely to be satisfied by internal cash gener~ltion, even 

during a severe economic downturn. Also, PG&E argues that the Interim 

) Having a(filiates in related lines of business could pose even greater cross· 
subsidization problems unless adequate safeguards exist. \Ve address other proposed 
conditions below. Additionally, we have adopted our Affiliate Transaction Rules, in 
part, to address Cross-subsidization concerns. 
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Opinion conditions and other existing safeguards make it virtually impossible for 

affHiate losses to adversely affect ratepayers. PG&E believes that given the 

existing conditions in the Interim Opinion, even if PG&E Corporation Were to 

commence a Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding, this action would not materially 

impact PG&E, nor would it require PG&E to commence a separate Chapter 11 

proceeding. PG&E n\aintains that under virtually all conditions, if utility 

regulation were just and reasonable, the utility would be able to issue debt; 

prelerred stock or common stock directly to the publk. 

PG&E states that there is no empirical evidence t,hat the financial 
, . 

dHliculties of the utility holding companies which have experienced financial 

difficulty have harmed ratepayers, citing the exampleof Pacific Enterprises and 

Southern California Gas Company and several others. PG&E argues that the 

evidence it presented shows that, even theorizing a case of holding (ompany 

financial trouble, the ("edit cost impacts, if any, on the utility would be at most 

temp«;>rary and modest (such as what occurred with Pit'made West Capital 

Corporation and its subsidiary utility Arizona Public Service Company.) 

PG&E maintains that most states do not find it necessary to impose such 

restrictive financial conditions. Of the five that do, most are applicable by statute 

or by a generic rulemaking. PG&B does not believe that the Public Utility 

Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA) should Serve as a mode), since the 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) believes that the investment 

limitations should be repealed al\d is relaxing then) by ru]cmaking until 

Congress can act in this area. PG&H argues that, pending possible repeal, the 

SEC has the authority to revoke PG&E Corporation's exemption under PUHCA 

if affiliate losses cause significant haro\ to ratepayers. 
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PG&E also argues that the proposed financing conditions arc contrary to 

the policies the Commission has adopted in past holding company decisions. 

PG&E st<1tes that ORA's proposals will likely increase holding company risk., 

impair shareholder value, and will more likely harn\ than prevent harm to 

customers. PG&E suggests that at least (our possible benefits could be derived 

fronl PG&E's affiliation with PG&E Corporation, including the "halo effect," and 

diversification, nlanagerial, and economic benefitS to the San Francisco Bay area. 

ORA argues that the loss o( financial fleXibility resulting (rOIn an inability 

to issue common stock' harms ratepayers in at least three ways! (1) cost saving 

investments may be deferred or forgone, increasing the utility's cost of prOViding 

service and ultimately, the utility's rates; (2) investments needed to maintain the 

qualit}t of utility servile may be deferred or forgone; and (3) the cost of new debt 

and preferred stock issues may increase because debt and preferred stock 

investors view common equity as a cushion against the risk of default on their 

securities. ORA I'lMintains that both Standard & Poor's and Moody's Investor 

Services agree that holding company financial results can impact the credit 

quality of the holding compan}' subsidiaries .. 

ORA believes that failed diversification by Pinnacle West, the parent of 

Arizona Public Service Company, contributed to the down rating of Arizona 

P~blic Service Company's debt. Similarly, ORA disputes PG&E's testimony that 

t ORA argues that U PG&E Corporation incurs substantiallosses, the prite of PG&E 
Corporation's con\lllon stock will decline. U PG&E Corporation's cOllln\on stock price 
declines to low levels, PG&E Corporation may be unwilling or unable to sell additional 
shares of cOlllmon s"tock. That, in turn, according to ORA, may cause PG&E 
Corporation to be unwiHing or unable to purchase additional shares of PG&H COlllmon 
stock. ORA concludes that the loss of fil\andal flexibility caused by an inability to 
market common stock would impair PG&E's access to capital. 
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the down rating of Southern California Gas Company's debt in 1992} a year in 

which Pacific Enterprises, its parent, experienced a net loss of $550 million 

because of failed diversification, is a coincidental fact. 

ORA does not believe that the eXisting safeguards are suUicient to fully 

protect ratepayers from the risk that (inanciallosses incurred by affiliates will 

weaken PG&E's. credit quality or reduce its financial flexibility because they do 

not (a) tedttce the risk that PG&ECorporation will experience large financial 

lossesj (b) restore PG&E's financial flexibility to the levels that would have 

exi~ted if the affiliate financial losses had not occurted; or (c) reduce PG&E 

Corporation's incentive to divert utility cash flow to alliliates experiencing 

[inanciallosses. Furthermore, ORA states that Arizona} Connecticut, Ohio, 

~1aine, and Wisconsin have limited the holding company's investments in 

nonutility subsidiaries to a specified percentage of capitalization or equity more 

restrictive than that which ORA recommends} to protect the utility's access to 

capital on reasonable terms. Also, the SEC limits the nonutility investments of 

registered holding companies pursuant to PUHCA. 

We do not nlake findings on this lengthy testimony here, nor do we make a 

deternlit\ation as to whether it is appropriate to adopt these proposed or other 

less strenuous financial conditions (or aU of California's energy utilities in light of 

changed circmnstances which have evolved as a result of electric industry 

restructuring and the current growth strategies of the energy utilities' holding 

companies. For example, we rejected a sinli1ar dives~iture condition in SDG&E's 

1986 Holding Conlpany Formation Decision, D.86-{)3-090,20 CPUC2d 660,682, 

for the following reasons: 
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1/ As to the retention of authority to ordcr the divcstiture of the utility 
or nonutility subsidiaricsl PSD [the prcdeccssor to ORA) is obviously 
addressing extraordinary circumstancesl namely, where a 
divestiture, either of the utility or sonte affiliated business, is 
necessary to preserve the intcgrity of the utility. We camlot believe 
that, except in the most dire situation, we would resort to 
enforcen\ent of such a <:ondition ..•. We do not see the necessity of 
adopting a 'rescue' measure, intended to be invoked only under the 
most extreme circllri\stanccs. 

II ••• We believe the proper time at which to fashion extreme remcdies 
addressing dire straits is when, if ever, they arise. We would want 
the fullest flexibility allowed under the extant law and, in this 
regard, find PSD's divestiture condition to be as delimiting as it is 
enlpo\vering. Preferring to leave our options open, We will not 
adopt PSD's proposal.'l • 

At the time of the 1986 proposal, eledric industry restructuring had not 

occurred. Although we have decided other holding company Or energy utility 

mergcr dedsions aftcr the advcnt of efedric industry restructuring, we did not 

examine a comprehensive set of financial conditions similar to what ORA 

proposer here in those cases, nor have we recently exanuned the appropriateness 

of these or similar conditions to be applicd to a1l of the energy utilities within our 

jurisdiction in a uniform manner. In our Preferrcd Policy Decislon which 

addressed electric industry rcstructuring, 0.95·12-063, as modified by 

0.96-01·009, slip op. at pp. 185·187, we discussed the Commission's role during 

the transition to electric industry restructuring and beyond. We statcd we would 

continue to pursue the public interest by monitoring the tr~nsition to the 

restructured industry. 

l\1oreover, under the PUHCA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 79 et seq., in order to obtain an 

excmption ftonl the Act, a Commission such as ours, which has jurisdiction over 

a public utility company that is an associate or affiliate company of a foreign 

utility con\pany, must certify to the SEC that we have the authority and rcsources 

to protect r<ltepayers subject to our jurisdiction and that we intcnd to exercise our 
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authority. The Conmlission may impose additional conditions to the SEC on a 

prospective basis. (See 15 U.s.C. § 79z-5b(a)(2).) \Ve have conditioned our 

current certification on the utility's compliance with the requirements set forth in 

0.95-12-007,62 CPUC2d 517,529-532. However, we issued this decision prior to 

the enactment and implementation of Assembly Bill 1890 concerning electric 

industry restructuring, and before the recent turmoil in the overseas financial 

markets. It may therefore be appropriate that we examine whether it is necessary 

to impose additional financial conditions on the energy utilities with respect to 

their holding company operations in order lor us to nieet our obligations in 

providing such certification . 

. We therefore provide that parties who believe it necessary .to raise the need 

(or furthet financial conditions on all electric and gas utilities within our 

jurisdiction, either as prop~sed by ORA in this proceeding or other appropriate 

financial conditions, may raise this issue when the Conlmission reviews the 

A(filiate Transa(tiOJ\ Rules as provided for in 0.97-12-088, slip op. at p. 99, 

Ordering Paragraph 10. In 0.97·12-088, we directed Commission stalf to prepare 

(or Ollr consideration an Order Instituting Rulemaking (OIR)/Order Instituting 

Investigation or other appropriate procedural vehic1e to review the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules. We further directed that this document should be prepared 

for the Commission's consideration no later than by D~ember 31,2000, and 

sooner if conditions warrant. 

We en\phasize that we do not here determine whether it is necessary to 

impose any additional conditions, let alone the specific conditions proposed by 

ORA. Por example, financial conditions more limited in scope may nlore 

appropriately address Our SEC certification obligations. However, we believe 

that it may be appropriate in the (uture to explore whether additional uniform 
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conditions, which would balance both ratepayer and shareholder concerns, are 

necessary at this juncture. 

The utilities may argue that the Commission has approved their holding 

company applications, and therefore this COlllmission docs not have the 

jurisdiction to undertake such an inquiry,S However, under Pub. UliI. Code 

§ 1708, the Commission may at any time, after prOViding notice and an 

opportunity to be hea~d, rescind, atter, or amend any order or decision made by 

it. 

In Re Soull,eTIl California Edisoll COlllpany (Edison), 0.90-09-088,37 CPUC2d 

488,568, the Commission stated that it could reconsider Edison's holding 

company decision at any time if conditions warranted it. 

"Our decision not to impose a prohibition on Edison's ownership of 
QFs, however', docs not mean that this Commission is without the 
jurisdiction or the tools to act on direct and compelling evidence of 
self-dealing. \Ve remind Edison that its current corporate structure 
was the direct result of a Commission decision approving the 
holding company. \Ve can and are prepared to reconsider that 
decision at any time when {acts warrant such a change." 

Therefore, the Commission has jurisdiction to proceed with the above 

inquiry, although it declines to do so in this decision. 

$ For instance, at oral argument, PG&E was noncommittal on this issuc. However, in its 
opening brief at p. 30, PG&E agrC('s with our conclusion that we may modify past 
holding company decisions: "Indeed, as a last resort, the Commission may modify its 
holding company decision and impose additional or revised conditions under Pub. Util. 
Code Section 1708.11 
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7. Conditions Recommended To Maintain the Commission's Ability to 

Respond to Changing Circumstances 

7.1. Assignment of BusIness Opportunities 

ORA proposes that the Commission adopt the following condition: 

Assignment of Busin'ess Opportunities. Any business 
activities the Comnlisslon finds to be necessary, reasoJ)ably 
incidental or economically appropriate to utility operations 
will remain with PG&E. 

ORA believes that PG&E Corporation management has an inherent 

conflict of interest in the assignment of business opportunities between PG&E 

and its nonregulated aUiJiates. According to ORA, its proposed condition is 

designed to ensure that revenue streams that are by-products of PG&E's 

ratepayer-supported utility system are used to reduce. the utility cost of service. 

ORA maintains that this proposed condition does not require any neW bllsh~ess 

opportunities to be assigned to the utility. Rather, the condition preserves the 

Commission's ability to review PG&E Corporation's assignments because PG&E 

Corporation has a conflict of interest when making such assignments. PG&E 

argues that the Conlmission should reject this proposed condition because it is 

partiaHy redundant and pMtially inconsistent with current regulation. 

\Ve do not adopt this proposed condition. Rule VII of the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules, significantly modified in D.98-08·035, provides detailed rules 

and procedures (or utilities to foHow to offer nontarif(ed products and services, 

including an Advice Letter process requiring a detailed showing. Rule VlI makes 

clear that a utility Inust still continue to comply fully with Pub. Util Code § 851 

when necessary or useful utility property is sold, leased, assigned, mortgaged, 

disposed of, or otherwise encuo\beced as part of a nontarif(cd product or service 

offering by the utility. Rule VII.A also provides that a uti~ity shall not offer 

nontl}riffed products and services unless the product or service offering mccts 
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the narrowly tailored conditions specified in Rule VII. The Comlnissiol\ is also 

reviewing PG&E's application to adopt a revenue sharing mechanism for 

nontari((ed products and services in A.98-05-007. We do not believe that an 

additional layer of regulation as proposed by ORA is necessary at this time, and 

therefore we do not adopt this proposed condition. 

7.2. Conformed Agreerrt.ents 

ORA proposes that the Commission adopt the following condition: 

Agreements with AliiJiatesto C()nf~m\ with Commission 
Findings. All nontariif transactions between PG&E and 
affiliates shaH be subject to written "a£lHiate agreements." 
Affiliate agreements, by definition, are not the product of 
arm's-length negotiation. All PG&E affiliate agreements shall 
include a "regulatory out" clause allowing I'G&E to tenninate 
or modify the contract to (onform with Conuni5sion findings 
if the Commission determines the terms of the agreement are 
unfair to PG&E or its ratepayers: PG&E will cause its affiliate 
agreements to be terminated or ll'\Odificd consistent with 
Commission findings. 

ORA argues that the common ownership of PG&E and its affiliates 

creates an incentive for PG&E Corporation to force 'pG&E to enter into affiliate 

ag(ccments which are unfair to PG&E. ORA states that its proposed condition 

provides the Commission with authority to order PG&E to modify the tcrrns of 

agreements with affiliates that the Cotnmissiol\ finds to be unfair to PG&E or its 

ratcpa}'crs, and is superior to disallowing unreasonable costs incurred by PG&E, 

.since that would crcate a drain on PG&E's finances. ORA initially included aU 

transactions within the scope of its re(on1.n\cnded condition but modified it in its 

reply brief to addrcss only nontari((ed transactions. 
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PG&E argues that contracts are designed to create stability in 

relationships, not oilly between PG&E and its a((iliates, but also third parties 

su<:h as Joint veillurers, etc. PG&B argues that it is impossible to predict how 

inserling a regulatory out clause in each contract could affect legal rights and 

responsibilities, or restrict business and financing options. PG&E argues that the 

Commission has multiple tools available 10 ensure reasonable contracts with 

a (filia les. 

The Commission has several tools available to protect ratepayers 

(tom unreasonable contracts, including but not limited to disallowing 

unreasonable costs associated with performing the contract. Contrary to ORA's 

assertions, we do not concede here that our authority is limited to disallo\vances, 

or that the Commission cannot implement t~e remedy suggested by oRA 

without our adopting the proposed condition. We believe that ~xisting 

regulation should provide PG&E with the .in~entive to enter into reasonable 

contracts, and do not adopt this recommended condition at this time. However, 

if it were to come to our attention that PG&E Were violating the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules in this regard, or has otherwise been a party to a contract 

which is unfair to ratepayers, we would take the action necessary to protect 

rettepayers. 

7.3. Audit Recommendation 

ORA proposes that the Commission adopt the foJlowing condition: 

Audit. Withii\ three to six years after the date of this Decision, 
the Comn\ission will conduct an audit of PG&E Corporation, 
PG&E, and controlled affiliates, at the expense of shareholders 
of PG&E Corporation, to dctern\ine compliance with Ihe 
conditions adopted in this proceeding, PG&B CorporAtion's 
Policies and Guidelines for Affiliate Transactions, and other 
applicable ConunissiOl\ orders and regulations. (Verifi('ation 
Audit.) I'G&H, PG&H Corporal ion, and all controlled affiliates 
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shall retain until the completion of the verificcltion audit (i) aU 
internal and external correspondence between PG&E and 
affiliates; (ii) to the extent prepared in the normal cOtlrse.of 
business, desk calendars, meeting sumn\arics, phone call 
summaries, or logs and E-mail correspondence between PG&E 
officers and department heads (\nd a((iliates; and 
(iii) marketing n'aterials, proposals to customers, and business 
and strategic plans. 

ORA argues that the scope of audits.required by the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules may be narrower than the scope of this proposed audit, and 

there(ore that its audit proposal is ntXessary to ensure compliance with this 

decision. ORA also notes that the audits conducted pursuant tothe Affiliate 

Transaction Rules will be conducted by auditors selected by PG&EJ whereas 

under ORA's proposal; the Comnussi6n would select the auditor. Additionally, 

ORA requests that the Conlmission ptovide the auditors who conduct the audit 

(pursuant to our direction in the Affiliate Trc\r\saction Rules) with explicit 
. 

direction concerning review of Rule v.n transactions. 

PG&E opposes this recommended condition as redundant, because 

the utilities Blust perform annual audits under the A((i1iatc Transaction Rules. 

Although PG&E recognizes that these affiliate audits will not specifically test for 

compliance with any utility's holding company formation conditions or internal 

procedures, such issues, according to PG&E, should be part of any auditor's . 
overall e((ort to understand the context in which the ,,((iUale lr,lnsactions occur. 

PG&E states that this condition is unnecessary because the COnln\issiOl\ has the 

power to order a spedal audit of PG&E's affiliate transactions at any time 

without adopting this condition. PG&E beJieves that ORA seeks this condition 

bccause it wants to "audit the independent auditors" chosen by PG&E to (onduct 

the audit required by the Affiliate Transaction Rules. PG&E a1so believes that 
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ORA's request on detailed instructions to the auditors conducting audits 

pursuant to the Affiliate Transaction Rules should be denied for similar reasons. 

The benefit of ORA's current audit has been somewhat eclipsed by 

the passage of time and intervening circumstances. The audit period covered 

affiliate transactions fronl 1994 to 1996. After the conclusion of the audit period, 

(1) PG&E changed its corporate structure to a holding company structure; (2) the 

Commission adopted the Affiliate Transaction Rules, which cover son\e, but not 

all, of PG&E's affiliates; and (3) PG&E instituted procedures to attempt 

compliance with these rules.' In its Reply Brief at p. 58, PG&E recognizes that it 

has recentty implemented new procedures in order to improve its internal 

controls OVer affiliate transa.ctions. 

II Although the overall system of internal controls was 
adequate to prevent financially material harn) to the Company 
or ratepayers during the audit period, Pacific Gas and Eleciric 
Company recognized that its accounting system, overall 
internal control and affiliate transaction procedures needed to 
improve in order to meet the challenges of a changing 
business environment and new Commission requirements (or 
tracking, pricing and reporting affiliate transactions. Pacific 
Gas and Electric COn\pat~y has in\pl~nlented many changes 
and has plans lor both ncar term and long tenn 
enhancements. Pacific Gas and Electric Company has also 
made staffing changes associ,lted with the formation of the 
holding company, and designed procedures for more 
efficiently handling affiliate tr~lnsaclions and Jlleeling 
regulatory requirements." 

6 PG&E's compliance plan concerning the Affiliate Transaction Rules is the subjed of 
separate Advice Letters and we do not reach an)' conclusion on PG&E's compliance 
plan in this decision. 
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PG&E has used the defense of the passage of time and intervenhtg 

events to oppose m,any of the conditions proposed by ORA. Itldecd, ORA has 

withdrawn some of its proposed conditions based on the Commission's passage 

of the AUiliate Transaction Rules and PG&Ejs {orInation of a holding company 

structure, and we have been judicious in adopting lurther conditions in this 

decision in light of these, and other, intervening events. However, PG&EJs 

statements that the holding company structure and attendant safeguards which it 

has in place ate sufficient to proted ratepayers have, as yet, not been tested. This 

proposed audit condition will give the Conunission an opportunity to verify if 

PG&E~s implementation of its new corporate structure, and the conditions 

adopted in this decision as well as'other Commission decisions, are su((idcnt to 

protect ratepayers. 

Our Interim Dedsion is consjst~nt with this outcome. In that 

decision, we expressly sta~ed that our granting the motion for the ORA audit 

which has lead to this decision "docs not predude the parties {ronl raising the 

issue of whether another audit might be appropriate at some point alter the 

holding company is formed. The parties arc free to address this issue in 

Phasc 2." (Interin\ Opinion, slil' Oi', at p. 20.) 

We do not believe that the audits we have ordered in the Affiliate 

Transaction proceeding nlake this audit red,undant. TIIC purpose of the audits 

ordered ill the Affiliate Transaction proceeding is to verify that the utility is in 

compliance with the Affiliate Tr,lnsaction Rules. The purpose of this particular 

audit is to verify compliance with the conditions we have adopted as part of our 

grant of authority lor PG&E to (orm a holding company structure, as well as with 

other Commission decisions and orders. Of Course, that type of audit will 

necessarily require an audit ol certain affiliate transactions, and there nlight be 

some overlap with the transactions audited for the Affiliate Transaction 
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proceeding. However, the audits will not be redundant. For instance, not all of 

PG&E's affiliates are covcc('d by the Affiliate Transaction Rules. The holding 

company is also not covered unless it is providing the products or services 

delineated in Rule II.B. Although We anticipate that the affiliate audit should 

audit holding company transactions to be sure that the holding company is not 

being used to drCUrnVel\t the Affiliate Transaction Rules, the depth and scope of 

that audit might differ from the verification audit we propose today. Verificati<:>n 

of the ef(icacy of and PG&B Corporation's implementation of its Policies and 

Guidelines for Affiliate Transactions also. could not happen in today's decisioIi, 

because PG&B has not yet submitted these policies to the Commission in final 

form for approval. (See Section 7.5 below.) 

We also directed a verification audit in 0.98-03-073, the decision 

approving the merger of Pacific Enterprises and Ertova Corporation, even though 

both of these utilities are subject to the AffiJiate Transaction Rules. PG&E 

distinguishes D.98-03-073 on the ground that the audit was part of the miti~ation 

measures we ordered before approving the nlerger. PG&E also argues that there 

is no indication that the parties objected thereto, and that we cannot order a 

further audit over its objections. PG&E also cites the Roseville Hold;ug Co. Decisioll 

in support of this proposition. 

\Ve disagree with PG&E. Although it is unclear frolll 0.98-03-078 

whether the parties objected to the audit, PG.&E's objection here does not mean 

we cannot order a further verification audit jf we believe it is necessary to ensure 

compliance and to protect the public interest. We recognize that in the Rosfville 

. Holdillg Co. Dicisioll, slip 01'. at p. 26, we deferred decision on whether there 

should be a verification audit until a later point in time, because the parties 
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disagreed as to its ncccssity.t However, this d<.'Cision docs not stand for the 

proposition that we cannot direct an outcome if a party objects thereto. 

As stated above, PG&E's response to many of ORA's proposed 

recommcndat(ons is that that the passage of time, P&GE's implementation of a 

holding company structure, and the Affiliate Transaction Rules, obviate the need 

for the c()nditio~s. While We adopt this position in some instances, we need 

timely verification of PG&E's compliance with our conditions with respect to all 

of its affiliates. Although there Jllay be some overlap behvecn the Affiliate 

Transaction audits and this audit, the auditors hired as a result of this decision 

should review the earHer audits, which should streamline the process. We place 

responsibility for the audit with our Energy Division, instead of ORA. Energy 

Division should consult with PG&E and ORA before selecting the auditor 

We therefore adopt as a condition that within three yeats after the 

date of this decision, the Energy Divisioh wit) conduct an i\uditof PG&E 

Corporation, PG&E, and controlled affiliates, at the expense of shareholders of 

PG&E Corporation, to determine compliance with the ~onditi()ns adopted in this 

proceeding, PG&E Corporation's Policies and Guidelines (or Affiliate 

Transactions, and other applicable Con\mission orders and regulations, as more 

specifically described in the Ordering Paragraphs of this decision. (Verification 

Audit.) PG&E, PG&E Corporation, and all controlled affiliates shall retain until 

the completion of the verification audit {i} all internal and external 

correspondence between PG&E and ,,((iliates; (ii) to the extent prepared in the 

normal course of business, desk calendars, meeting sun\maries, phone call 

1 In the Roseville lIoldillg Co. Dtdsloll, as here, we decided that the parent, and not 
Roseville, should pay for an outside auditor, if an outside audit became necessary in 
that case. 
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sunullaries, or logs and E-mail corresPo.ndence between PG&E officers and 

department heads and affiliates; and (iii) marketing materials, proposals to. 

cllstonlers, and business and strategic plans. (See SDG&E Holdillg Co. DecisioJl, 

62 CPUC2d at 650, Ordering Paragraph 4.) 

We deny ORA's request that the ComrtUssion prOVide the auditors 

of audits conducted pursuant to the Affiliate Trans~ction Rules with explicit 

direction concerning review of Rule V.E transactions. PG&E states that it has 

indicated how it will interpret the rules in its pubJicly filed (ompliance plan, and 

has been wo.rking with audito.rs it has selected and with ORA"to arrive at reports 

that meet regulatory requirements. \Ve do not wish to resolve detailed questions 

in this proceeding about the sco.pe or content of the audit mandated by the . 

Affiliate Transaction Rules, which ate applicable to. many energy utilities, not just 

"PG&E. Ii ORA or any o.ther party tequests that the Commission modify or darify 

the Affiliate Transaction Rules in this regard, it should do so by an appropriate 

procedure in the Affiliate Transaction proceeding. 

7.4. Acceptance of Affiliate Transaotion Rules As Holding Company 
Conditions 

ORA pro.poses that the Comnlission adopt the following condition: 

Alliliate Transaction Rules Accepted as Holding Comp"any 
Conditions. PG&E, PG&B Corporation and PG&E's affiliates 
hereby grant the Conm)ission the authority to. enforce all of 
the Affiliate Transaction Rules adopted in D.97-12-088 and this 
Decision, even if the rules are subsequently determined to be 
invalid. In the event that some portion of the Affiliate 
Transaction Rules are determined to be invaJid, PG&E, PG&E 
Corporation and PG&E's affiliates agree to. continue to. abide 
by the portion 01 the A(filia~e Transaction Rules determined to 
be invalid, unless otherwise directed to do so by the 
Conlnlission. 
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ORA states that it has relied upon the existence and applicability of 

the Atfil.iate Transaction Rules to withdraw several conditions recommended in 

the Audit Report. ORA believes that the holding company conditions atc less 

susceptible to challenge than the Affiliate Transaction Rules because the utility 

and affiliates agree to abide by the holding company (onditions in exchange for 

regulatory approval of holding company formation. However, according to 

ORA, the A((iliate Transaction Rules have not been tested. Replacing 

recommended conditions with Aifiliate Transaction Rules does not protect 

ratepayers if the Affiliate Transaction Rules ate subsequently determined to be 

unenforceable. Therefore, ORA tecomi1\e~ds that PG&E be required to accept all 

of the Affiliate Transaction Rules adopted in Q.97-12~088, as modified by 

_ D~98-08-035, as holding company conditions which the Co mn\issiol) has the 

a~thority to enforce, even it parts of the Aifiliate Transaction Rules themselves 

ate subsequently determined to be invalid by a court. 

PG&E opposes this (ondition on the grounds that it should not have 

to comply with a rule later found to be illegal by the courts, and that 

incorporating the Affiliate Transaction Rules wholesale into holding company 

conditions could be procedurally unwieldy and make it harder for Commi.ssion 

policy to evolve. 

\Ve do not adopt ORA's recommendation here. PG&E must comply 

with the Affiliate Transaction Rules under the terms of the decisions which 

adopted the rules. Adding a condition that PG&E comply \yith the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules in this decision would not enhance that requirement. In the 

unlikely event that a court of last resort were to find a portion of the A((i1iate 

Transaction Rules invalid, we would address that event if and when it OCCurs. 

For instance, we could decide to delete or nlodi(y that Ru]e in order to comply 

with a court's ruling, or take other action appropriate to the situation. \Ve also 
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recognize that the Affiliate Transaction Ru]es have a savings clause which 

preserves the va1idity of the remaining Rules jf a section or portion of the Rules 

were determined to be invalid. Thus, in the unlikely event a court of last resort 

Were to hold a section of the Rules invalid, the validity of the remaining Rules 

would not be a({ccted.' 

7.5. Parent Company Policies and Guidelines for Affiliate Company 
Transacttons . 

Ordering Paragraph 6 of the Interim Opinion at p. 46 requires PC&E 

to implement its proposed Policy and Guidelines lor Affiliate Com~ 

Transactions as modified by the Conurussion in Phase 1 of this proceeding. The 

Interim Opinio)\ further requites that the COmmission review these g'uidelines in 

Phase 2. PG&E issued its parent ~ompany's Affiliate Company Transactions 

Procedures in August 1997. ORA reviewed these guidelines and made mal\Y 

recommendations for revision. 

PG&E Corporation's policy and guidelines wm incorporate the 

conditions which the COll\JJ\ission adopts in this decision, as wen as the Interim 

Opinion's conditions. Therefore, PG&E and ORA agree that the most efficient 

approach is to address these policies and procedures after the Commission 

addresses ORA's proposals in this decision. The parties do not object to PG&E 

filing these policies and procedures as a compliance filing, provided they 

preserve their ability to bring disputes to the Commission. 

• Rule 11.1 of the Aliiliate Transaction Rules states: "These Rules should be interpreted 
broadly, to effectuate ollr stated objectives of fostering competition and protecting 
consumer interests. If any proVision of these Rules, or the application thereof to any 
person, company, or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of the Rules, or the 
appJication of such provisIon to other persons, companies, or circumstances, shall not 
be affected thereby." 
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We agree that it is most efficient for PG&E Corporation to finalize its 

policies and procedures after we have ruled on the broader proposed conditions, 

betause the parties' disputes ,surrounding the policies and procedures would 

likely mirror the disputes presented in Phase 2, if PG&E Corporation were to 

finalize its poliCies and procedures prior to our rendering this decision. We 

therefore direct that, nO later than 90 days after the cf(ective date of this 

proceeding, PG&E Corporation shall implement its propOsed parent company 

Policy and GuideJines' (or Affiliate Company Transactions as modified by (1) the 

Commission in the Interim Opinion and this decision; (2) the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules, adopted in 0.97-12-088, as modified by D.98-08-035i and 

(3) other pertinent Commission decisions. PG&E shall initially n\ake this filing as 

an Advice Letter, which PG&B should serve On the service list of this proceeding. 

J( there arc disputes, they can be dealt with in the Advice li!tter prOcess, as 

deternlined by the Energy Division, Or a party may petition the Con\mission to 

rcopen this proceeding (or such limited purpose. \Vc anticipate that the parties 

will be able to reach agreement on these procedures, and direct PG&E to meet 

and confer with ORA before filing the Advice tenet. 

8. Conditions Recommended TO AchIeve Appropriate Separation . 
Between the Utility and Affiliates 

8.1. Restriction on Dual Officers and Directors 

ORA proposes that the ConHnission adopt the (ollowing condition: 

Restriction On Dual Of(h~~rs and Directors. No nlore than 
three PG&E officers may also serve as officers of PG&E 
(orpor"tion or nonutility affiliates. No more than three 
nll~mbers of PG&E's Board of Directors Can serve on PG&H 
Corporation's Board of Directors. 
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Some PG&E officers and directors have dual assignments and serve, 

for exanlplc, both the utility and either the holding con\pany or a nonregulated 

affiliate. ORA argues that this dual assigllll\ent may result in harn\ to the 

ratepayers jf and when the interests of the affiliate or company as a whole 

(onflict with the interests of the utility atone. ORA believes that dual PG&E and 

PG&E Corporation officers and directors have a fiduciary duty to subordinate 

the interests of PG&E if doing so increases PG&E Corporation's shareholder 

value. According to ORA, PG&E corporation has an economic incentive to 

subordinate the interests of PG&B, and the increasing size ot PG&E 

Corporation's other business units. win increase both the incentive and the 

opportunity to subordinate PG&E's interests to the interests of its affiliates. 

Finally, ORA argues that shared officers and directors will make it more di((icult 

to prevent the sharing of improper or confidential information. ORA therefore 

recommends the above condition in order to address these problems. 

PG&E does not believe the Commission should adopt this proposed 

condition. PG&E disagrees that the dual status of some of its o(fiters and 

directors will harm the utility's interests. PG&B asserts that the utility's financial 

performance is, and is likely to be for the foreseeable future, the primary b~sis for 

the value of the parent company stock. PG&E points out thal the Audit Report 

does not provide evidence showing that dual officers or directors negled their 

duties at the utility in favor of other busln(>ss units. PG&E further argues that the 

Commission's Affiliate Tr"nsaction Rules, D.97-12-088, as modified by 

D.98{)8 035, allow limited sharing of officers and directors between the utility 

and the holding company. 

We decline to adopt ORA's recommended condition at this time. 

While it may be true that the growth of the nonutility portion of the compally, 

relative to the utilily, may bccon\e problematical and require review by the 
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Commission in the (uture, we do not bcHc\'e that this restriction on dual officcrs 

and directors is appropriatc. This is 50, because we have recently adoptcd 

Affiliate Transaction Rules which address the sharing o( directors and officers, 

and believe it is inappropriate based upon this record to superimpose another set 

of restrictions at this time, before We know whethcr or not the current rulcs 

provide (or adequate separ~ltion. 

8.2. Employee BGnefit Plans 

ORA proposes that the Cornntission adopt the following condition: 

Separation of Ert)ployment and Employee Benefit Plans. To 
the extent permitted by law, all transfers of employees 
between PG&E and affiliates shaH be implemented as a 
resignation from one company and the acceptance of 
employment from the other con'I>any on the sanle tern\s as 
customarily.apply to resignations to accept employment with 
a llonafiiliate. Employees ol PG&E's affiliates will not 
partidpate in Pq&E's employee benefit plans. PG&E 
employees will not participate in the benefit plans of PG&E 
Corporation or other affiliates. 

PG&E and its affiliates do not share participation in their respective 

benefit plans. However, PG&E Corporation policy is to allow its employees to 

transfer within the PG&E Corporation, and to recognize service across lines of 

business within the entire (OmpallY for bcnefits purposes. According to PG&E's 

testimony, "this PG&E Corporation p01icy provides that service credit is 

recognized across subsidiaries and the holding company (or purposes of health, 

weJ(are, and retircment bencfit plans .... The intent of the employment and bcnefit 

policies within PG&E Corporation is to make employees indifferent to transfer 

between the holding company and Its lines of business from a benefits 

perspective. II (Exhibit 101 at p. 16·2.) 
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ORA recommends this condition in order to discourage the transfer 

of experienced utility managers to affiliates, and to reduce the risks of cross

subsidization and unreported transfers of confidential utility information to 

affiliates by prohibiting PG&E and its affiliates from jointly en)ploying the same 

employee. In the hearings, ORA's witness narrowed the proposed condition to 

(1) incorporate and permit PG&Eis po1icy of grand fathering participation in 

utility employee benefit plans for utility employees transferring to PG&E 

Corporation before December 31, 1999, until or unless such employee 

subsequently moVes to another unregulated atiiliatc, and (b) permit PG&E 

Corporation to recognize ~ontinuity of ~ervkc and other coordination to the 
. . 

extent required by Jaw (Le., by the federal Employee Retirement Income Security 

Act). 

PG&E argues that the record does nht show that this condition is 
~ • • OJ. • 

n~cssary or would be e{(eclive. PG&E also argues that the Commission's 

ACfiliate Transaction RuJes 'provide several disincentives for employee transfers, 

and ORA has not shown that the safeguards implemented in the Affiliate 

Transaction Rul~s arc insufticieht to protect ratepayers and con\petit\ve rt,arkets. 

We decline to adopt ORA's reconul1ended condition at this time. 

The Alfiliate Transaction Rules in'pose costs on affiliates that receive employees 

transferred fron\ the utility. TIle Hules also impose several restrictions on 

transferring confidential information. We have recently adopted the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules, and have not yet received the results of the audil performed 

pursuant to those Rules. We therefore do not believe the recotd here supports 

superimposing another set of restrictions at this time, before we know whether or 

not the current Rules provide for adequate separation and address our 

cross-subsidization and confidentiality concerns. 
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8.3. Compensation for the "Benefits of Assochition lJ 

ORA proposes that the Con\mission adopt the foJlowing condition~ 

Compensation lor the Benefits of Association and Risk of 
Sel£-D~aling. PG&E/s affiliates selling products and services 
within PG&E's service territory \ViIl make payments to 
compeJ\sate PG&E and its ratepayers (or: (1) the benefits 
accruing to the affiliate from its association with the local 
franchised distribution utility; and (2) the risk PG&H's cost of 
service will increase as a result of preferential treatment given 
to affiliates by PG&B. The payment will refl~t a Commission 
determined percentage ·of the revenues received by the 
affiliate from the sale of products and services within PG&H/s 
service territory. TIle Conunissi()n ' .... ill determine the 
percentage of revenues to be paid to PG&E in PG&E's General 
Rate Cases. 

ORA asserts that the a((iliates withln PG&E's service territory should 

compensate PG&H for the benefits of assodation accruing to them, and for the 

alleged preferential treatment the utility may give these affiliates. According to 

ORA, this benefit is separate fron\ any benefit which may accrue throttgh name 

recognition, and includes the benefits that affiliates within PG&E/s service 

territory may receive from their association with "t.he host monopoly distribution 

services provider." (ORA Opening Brief at p. 89.) According to ORA, thc 

benefits of association accruing to PG&B Energy Services within PG&E/s service 

territory are largely a produtt of electric industry restructuring and PG&E/s 

ratepayer-funded utility infrastructure. ORA does not specify the amount of 

. compensation here, but says it should be determined by the Commission during 

PG&E general rate cases, after PG&E has conducted studies to dctermine i( any 

benefits actually exist and the extent of these benefits. 
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PG&E disagrees with ORA and believes that the Comm~ssion/s 

Affiliatc Transaction Rules address separation issues between the utility and the 

affiliate, and that it is not appropriate for ORA to seck a modification of those 

Rules in this proceeding. 

We do not adopt this condition at this time. The justification for 

ORA's proposed condition results froin the conditions imposed by electric 

industry restructuring; and is not peculiar to PG&E alone. We have adopted 

rutes addressing separation between the utility and certain a((iUates in Our 

Affiliate Transaction proceeding. If ORA believes those Rules are inadequate, it 

may request that we modify them in that prOceeding for all utilities. Also, we do 

not rulc out adopting this, or a similar recom.mendation, in the event PG&E,ol' 

any other utility, is found to have violated our Atfiliate Transaction Rules 

. regarding separation. However, we disagree with ORA that We nec::d to adopt 

this condition as a placeholder to preserve our ability to impose:it in the future 

should conditions warrant. 

8.4. Transfer Pricing and 10% Adder 

ORA proposes that the COInnlission adopt the following condition: 

Transfer Pricing. All transfers of assets, goods, services, 
confidential utility information, and other items of value [ro1\\ 
PG&E to affiliates will be prked at the higher of fully allocated 
cost or fair m:uket value. Funy allCK'ated cost will include a 
10% pten\ium on fully aJJocated cost excluding the pten\ium. 
All transfers of assets, goods, scrvkesand Hems of value from 
affiliates (0 PG&H will be priced at the lower of fully allocated 
(05t or fair market value. The 10% premiurn on fully allocated 
cost will not apply to tral\sfers (ronl affiliates to PG&E. 
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ORA's recommended condition contains two components. The first 

is that aU transfers of assets, goods, ~uid services from PG&E to affiliates should 

be priced at the higher of fully allocated cost Or fair market value, and that all 

such transfers between affiliate and PG&E be priced at th~ lower of fully 

alIocated cost or fair nlarkct value. ORA notes that its reconunendationhere is 

similar to the transfer pricing guidelines which the Commission adopted in its 

recent approval of the n\erger between Pacific Enterprises and Enova 

Corporation in 0.98-03-073. ORA's recommendations Me not consistent with the 

Affiliate Transaction Rules. Howevef, ORA ~rgues that the Comnussion should 

adopt its recommendations for transactions between the utility and holding 

company, which are not coveted by the Affiliate Transaction Rules, as the 

Commission did in 0.98-03-073. 

ORA also teconunends a 10% premium on the fully loaded cost of 

the utility service charged to the affiliate. This is to (1) compensate the utility (or 

developing and maintaining the capacity to provide these services; and (2) adjust 

(or anticipated accounting ertors which the utility may make when it charges the 

affiliates fOf its services. ORA believes that the 5% markup on direct labor costs 

is not sufficient to protect ratepayers ftonl the high error rate that Overland 

discovered in its audit. 

PG&H believes that the Commission should not deviate (rom the 

transfer pricing rules set forth in the Affiliate Transaction decision because to do 

so would promote confusion. PG&E also opposes the imposition of a 10% adder, 

stating that it would cause PG&E to pay much more for these services than other 

energy utilities who are only bound by the AUiliate Transaction Rules. PG&E 

also believes that the claims of inaccuracy in the audit are insufficient to justify 

the imposition of thIs condition, tmd ORA has not demonstrated that In light of 
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all the changes PG&E has made since the audit the errors which occurred are 

likely to be repeated. 

Rule V.H of the Affiliate Transaction Rules sets forth transfer pricing 

rules for affiliates covered by the Rules. Rule V.H was developed, for the most 

part, through consensus of the parties in the Affiliate Transaction proceeding in 

order to prevent cross-subsidization. Because We have not yet had the first audit 

pursuant to the Affiliatc Transaction Rules, we do llot have evidence that those. 

adopted Rules will fail in this purpose, and therefore decline to modify theM in 

this decision at this timc, b~sed on the current record. However, parties may 

request nlodification of our Affiliate Transaction Rules if circumstances so 

warrant. 

Further, PG&E's transfer pridng rules for transactions between the 

utility and holding company are set forth in its pioposed Polic), and Guidelines 

for Affiliate Company Transactions, which is not yet adopted by the 

Comnussion. (See Section 7.5.) \Ve willl'eview PG&E's Pforosed transfer 

pricing rules for transactions between the utility and holding company in that 

context. Since we do not address transfer pricing rules between the utility and 

holding compan}' in this decision, we do not rejeCt ORA's proposal it\ this 

context. 

\Ve also do I\ot adopt ORA's recommended 10% adder on transfer 

pricing. Our Affiliate Transaction Hules impose a 5% adder on certain direct 

labor costs. (See Rule V.H.5.) They further provide (or a 10% or 15% adder on 

direct labor costs associated with the temporary assignment of personnel not 

invoh'ed in marketing. (Sec Rule V.G.2.e.i.) Although the Audit Report 

demonstrated that PG&E has made some accounting errors, we address these 

errors through the further conditions we impose 01\ internal controls. Also, the 
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audit period occurred before PG&E's implementalion of our Affiliate Transaction 

Rules. ORA has not demonstrated to our satisfaction that the errors made in the 

documentation of the utility's transactions with its a((Hiates are large and 

systematic enough to warrant imposing the 10% adder that ORA proposes, 

especially when the other utilities arc not subject to this condition. 

8.5. Pricing Studies 

ORA proposes that the Conuuission adopt the following ~oI\dition: 

Pridng Studies. PG&E shall prepare an annual study of the 
market value 6f aU assets, goods and non-tariffed services it 
provides to affiliates, including corporate services and 
transfers of confidential utility information. Immaterial 
transactions may be excluded (rom the study except that the 
combined total fully allocated ~ost of all transactions excluded 
(lOIn the study cannot exceed $100,000. PG&E shall be 
required to demonstrate it has determined fair Illarket value 
through a method appropriate to the asset, good, Or non
tariffed service. Such methods may include independent 
appraisals using the market or income "Peproach; prices 
charged by alternative service providers, e.g., outsourcing; the 
application of hourly hilling rates charged by contractors or 
consulting firms (or similar work; or a combination of 
methods adequately docun\ented (or audit purposes. The 
pricing studies wi1l include an estimate of the affiliates' cost of 
obtaining equivalent assets, goods or services internally or 
from a nonaffiliated party. PG&E's affiliates shall provide 
PG&E with all information necessary to prepare the pricing 
study. 

ORA argiles that these studies arc needed to lnonitor and assess the 

transfer pricing rules adopted in our Affiliate Tr~'nsaction Rules, and to require 

PG&E lito identify the nature of the services it provides to affiliates and track the 

cost of the services by type of service." (ORA Opening Brief at p. 103.) ORA also 

argues it is similar to the condition the Commission adopted in the Roseville 

TelepJzone Co. Decision. PG&E docs not beHeve the evidence supports this 
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recommendation, and that it would be unfair to impose this requirement on it to 

the exclusion of the other utilities. 

Rule IV.F of the Affiliate Transaction Rules requires the utility to 

maintain records of all tariffed and non tariffed tran.sactions with its affiJiates. 

Rule VI.C requires an annual audit to verify compliance \vith our Rules. Out 

Affiliate Reporting Requirement Rules (see 48 CPUC2d 163) also require, 

inter alia, that the utility calculate transfer pricing. IE the requiren'ents of these 

Rules are unsatisfactory, the COlnmission may consider additional requirements. 

Also, any parly may request modification of the Affiliate Transaction Rules or 

out Reporting Requirement Ru~cs if condItions warrant. \Ve therefore do not 

adopt ORA's proposed condition solely tor PG&E at this time.' 

8.6. Prohibition Against Affiliates Implying Favorable Treatment 
-

ORA proposes that the Coinntission adopt the following condition: 

Prohibition Against Implying Favorable Treatment. PG&E 
Corporation, PG&E and their a(filitites are prohibited from 
implying the purchase of products from affiliates will result in 
favorable treatment from PG&E in utility transactions. 

Rule V.F.2 of the Affiliate Transaction Rules prevents the utilities 

(ronl stating or in'plying that, as a result of the affiliation with the utility, its 

affiliatcs will receivc any different treatment (rom other s~rvicc providers. 

• The condition we adopted (or Rosc\'iJIe Telephone Company is not the same condition 
that ORA proposes here. In 0.96-07-059, the Commission required that (or utility 
tr,lns(crs to or from the a(Ciliate that involve more than $100,000, Roseville dt'nlonslrate 
that it has determined (air market value through a method appropriate to the asset, 
good, or non-tariffed service. The condition sets forth various available methods, 
including independent appraisals, published dosing prices, market surveys, or a 
combination of methods adequately documented for audit purposes. Morcover, the 
parties agreed to this condition. (Sec D.96-07-059, slip (Jp. at p. 36 ,lnd 58, 
Ordering Paragrtlph 27.) 
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Further, the Affiliate Transaction Rules provide that the utility shall not usc the 

hoJding company as a vehicle to circunlvent the Rules. ORA wants the 

Commission to prevent the affiliates themselves (rom making such claims or 

implications, and believes that this rc<:ommendation is not addressed by existing 

rules. 

PG&E argues that the ComI\\ission has, in fact, intervened when the 

affiliates violated the Rules. For example, PG&E argues that the Commission 

imposed a pen~ity on PG&E for its affiliate's violation of Rule V.F.1, the 

requirement that the affiliate using the utility's name and logo to do so in 

conjunction with a specified disclaimer. Further, PG&E argues that if an affiliate 

falsely advertises, it could be subject to prosecution in California under, inter alia, 

§ 17200 and § 17500 of the Busi~ess and Professions Code. 

In the Affiliftte TranSi\ction ptoc~dirtg, inter aHa, we addressed 

customer confusion about the difference between the utility and its affiliate, 

coupled with the ability of the affiliates to use this confusion to capture market 

share. ORA has not demonstrated 01\ this record that the rules ptomulgated in 

D.97-12-088, as n\Odified by D.98·08-035, are inadequate to address the problems 

raised by ORA at this time. If ORA or another party believes the Rules are 

inadequate, it should request modification of the Affiliate Transaction Rules. 

8.7. Record of Joint Negotiations 

ORA proposes that the Comn\ission adopt the following condition: 

Record of Joint Negotiations. IE (1) affiliate personnel (or . 
representatives) attend or participate in negotiations bctween 
PG&E and nonaffiliates, or (2) PG&n personnel (or 
represenhltivc) attend or participate in negotiations bctween 
an affiliate and a nonaffilaHe, or (3) PG&n and an a(fiIiate 
jointly negotiate with a nona(filiatei the utility shall create a 
record of the negotiations and (nake the record available to the 
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Conuuission on request. The record shall contain the 
following information: (1) the date of the negotiation; (2) the 
name and employer of each person attending or participating 
in the negotiation; (3) the subject matter of the negotiation; 
(4) all non-public utility information made available to the 
affiliate during or in connection with the negotiation; (5) the 
specific Affiliate Transaction Rules relied upon to permit the 
exchaI1ge of tlOn-public information and the fadual basis for 
determining the exchange of jnformation was permitted under 
the rule; (6) a description of all other transactions, jf any, 
entered into by the utility Or the affiliate with the nonaffiliated 
participant as a result of the negotiation; (7) a description of all 
other transactions enteroo into by the utility at:\d the . 
nonaffiliated participant within 90 days of the negotiation; and 
(8) the title of all do<:uments created in conjunction with the' 
negotiations including but ~ot limited to \vcitten proposals, 
correspondence, agendas and notes. The utility will maintain 
a copy of all documents created in conjunction with the 
negotiations [or at least three years. 

ORA proposes this condition to resolve what it perceives as 

weaknesses in the reporting requirements'of our Affiliate TransactioRRules. For 

instance, ORA does not believe that Rule IV.F of the Rules, which requires that a 

utility n~aintain conten\poraI\COUS records documenting all hlrif[ed and 

nontariffed trclnsactions with its affiliates, is duplicative wHh its proposal because 

its proposed condition would require documentation of meetings which did not 

result in a transaction and contains detailed documentation requirements. 

PG&E asserts that ORA's condition duplicates Rule IV.F of the 

. Affiliate Tmnsaction Rules. PG&B interprets Rule IV.F to require that "detailed 

records of any affiliate tr,msaction ~ whether it is a joint negotiation or any type of 

transaction - be maintained by the utility, and [or such records to be tw,lilablc to 

the Commission (or any other party) upon request and 3 days notice." (PG&E 

Opening Brief at p. 98.) PG&B also points out that its procedures already include 
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record keeping that will result in a trail leading to joint negotiations, whether or 

not they arc consummated. (PG&E Reply Brief at p. 52.) 

Rule IV.F slates in relevant part: 

Record-Keeping: A utility shall maintain contemporaneous 
records documenting all tariffed and nOlltariffed transactions 
with its affiliates, including but not linutcd to, all waivers of 
tarilt or contract provisions and aU dis~ounts. A utility shall 
maintain such records lor a minimum of three'years and 
longer it this Con\missioJ\ or another government agency so 
requires. The utility shall maintain such records (ot a 
minimum of three years and longer if this Commission or 
another government agency sO requires. A utility shall make 
such records aVailable lor third partyreview upon 72 hours' 
notice, or at a time mutually agrecableto the utility and third 
party. 

\Ve agree with PG&E that Rule IV.F should be interpreted broadly. 

This Rule does I\ot limit the type of affiliate transaction which the utility should 

document and archive. \Ve agree \vith PG&E that negotiations of any sort which 

include the utility and its aifiliates arc covered by this Rule, whether or not they 

. are consummated. Because ORA's proposed condition is duplicative of 

Rule IV.F, we do not adopt ORA's proposed condition on this issue. 

9. Audit ResuJts 

9.1. OvervIew 
This section addresses the Audit Report's spedfic findings which arc 

in dispute and must be resolved because of their relationship to the Audit 

Report's proposed conditions, principally regarding PG&E's accounting practices 

and affiliate transaction transfer pricing. The Audit Report issued in 

November 1997 was ((itical of PG&B's affiliate transaction controls and 

compliance, alleging that about $35 mi1li0I~ that should haye been charged to 

affiliates was incorrectly charged to ratepayer aCColmts during the 1994-1996 
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audit period, PG&E has conceded certain nlischarges, and states it has corrected 

them, and Overland has revised some of its own findings of nlisallocation 

downward after reviewing PG&E's response to the Audit Report. However, the 

parties still dispute many of the facts and allegations in the Audit Report. PG&E 

c1aims that ORA has not shown that the actual or alleged mischarges have 

affected PG&E's rates, and indeed, ORA is not seeking any disallowance or 

penalties for the at1eged mischarges. 

PG&E states that, whatever nlerit the findings of mischarges during 

the audit period have, the additional conditions which ORA proposes. are not 

necessar}t because: (1) Overland conducted its audit when the holding company 

was still in the process of fOlmation and its staffing plans had not yet been 

completed (since the Audit Report, the holding company has been staffed in a 

manner which provides significantly ni.ore sh'uchlral separation between utility 

and affiliate activities, and affiliate transaction"poJicies and accounting 

procedures have been enhanced); (2) the Commission's recently promulgated 

Affiliate Transaction Rules addressed many 0'£ the policy issues affecting a(filiate 

transactions jointly for all energy utilities and there is no need to revisit that 

decision; and (3) the Audit covered a period during which the Commission's 

policies were in flux, and PG&E's changes made as a result of (orming·and 

staffing the holding company should enhance compliance with former as well as 

newly adopted rules. 

\Ve address disputed Audit Report findings and the need (or further 

cOl\ditions below. However, we reiterate that PG&E's argument that changed 

circumstances have overtaken the Audit Report and its recommendations, 

supports our requirement that another audit should occur within three years, in 

order to verify that I'G&E Corporation's new corporate structure and controls 

properly implement this Comn\ission's required conditions. 
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9.2. Ratemakfng Effect of the Audit Findings 

PG&E emphasizes that, although it reCognizes that the types of 

errors that Overland finds and an}' resulting cross-subsidies which n\ight occur 

atc problems that should be avoided, none of the errors alleged by the audit had, 

or will have, any effect on rates or causc any harn\ to ratepayers, because it has 

addressed these alleged errors in its 1999 Genetal Rate Case testimony, either by 

adjusting its estimate or us~ng a different year's rccorded costs as a base year. 

Neither PG&E nor ORA believes it is ne~essary (or the COmnUssiol\ to make any 

adjustment to rates or to require a refund to ratepayers in this decision. 

We will determine PG&E's I'~venue requirement in our decision in < 

its 1999 General Rate Case. However, we agree with ORA that regulatory audits 

and existing safeguards may not be su({tdenl to enSur~ .that future misalloca'tions 

will not be incorporated into rates. Audits may miss signUicant misallocations, 

especially in instances where the paper trail is diffiCult to follow, or is i~ 

summary forM. Also, we agree that an incentive exists for a utility to cross· 

subsidize its affiliates. Indeed, our Affiliate Transaction Rules were adopted, in 

part, to attempt to address cross·subsidization issues. 'fo the extent we . . 

determine that PG&E has unique auditing problems as a result of this Audit 

Report, it is in the public interest to impose additional conditions in order to 

create an environment where this. type of ratepayer harm is unlikely to occur in 

the future. 

9.3. Internal Controls 

9.3.1. General PrincIples 
Gener,llly accepted auditing standards describe internal 

control asa process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the 
.. 

achievement of objectives in the following categories: (a) reliability of financial 
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reporting; (b) effectiveness and efficiency of operations; and (c) compliance with 

applicable laws and regulations. (Sec PG&E Opening Brief at p. 103.) Internal 

controls ~onsist of activities such as accounting, time-keeping, and tin\e

recording, and other systems needed to ensure accuracy and accountability. So 

long as the utility is part of the same company that has unregulated affiliates and 

subsidiaries .. the existence of adequate internal controls is important to this 

Commission because it is through exan\ination o( the n"taterial generated by th~ 

internal controls that we can be sure that PG&E maintains appropriate separation 

between the regulated and unregulated portions o( its business, and that c 

ratepayers are not subsidizing PG&E CorporatlOI\"s unregulated activities. 

The Audit Report found PG&E's system of in'ternal 

controls inadequate and proposes many detailed conditions in order to rectify 

these perceived problems. -PG&E disputes many of these findings, and state$ that. 

recent improvements a-nd planncd"enhanccmentsll 'to its internal controls rectify 

many of the perceived problenls. PG&E also argues that this Commissiol\ should 

not micromanage PG&E by imposing detailed and specific internal controls 

through audit co_nditions because such detailed controls may prove to be 

inflexible as the conlpany evolves into the future. PG&B believes that this issue is 

less important today than it was during the audit period, since as a result of the 

corporate reorganization and movement to the holding company of many of the 

[unctional areas providing corporate support services to the corporate family, 

fewer utility employees are involved itl affiliate transactions than have been in 

the past. PG&E further argues that at the holding company level, the kinds of 

timekeeping concerns the audit noted during the audit period are diminished 

because much of the employees' time is allocated according to formulae and not 

directly charged. 
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We believe the issue of adequate internal c(lntrols 

continues to be relevant in PG&E's new corporate structure, because the 

regulated utility is still a part of PG&E CorporationJ and the potcntial fOr cross

subsidization still exists. In this ne\v competitive environment, cross

subsidization issues are not only important because of this Commission's 

obligation to cnsur~ that rates are just and reasonable, but also to ensure that 

there is fair competition. AlsoJ adequate internal controls will assist thc 

Commission in verifying PG&E's claims that the company maintains separation 

between regulated al\d nOnI'egulated ;tctivities. The fact that holding company 
.' . 

costs are allocated to the utility or other affiliates through a [ormula does not 

diminish the need for adequate recordkeeping because it is still necessary to 

determine the sp~ific nature of the transaction, notwithstanding the method 

used (or cost allocation. 

The Audit Report addressed many activitics, and we 

address here the report's main findings which are necessary for us to'review in 

order to support the further conditions we impose. We agree with PG&E that the 

conditions imposed should be of a more general r~ther than spedfic natufc, so 

that PG&E can have some flexibility to adjust to changing circumstances. 

HoweverJ we do not agree with PG&B that no additional conditions are 

necessary in order to provide for adequate internal controls. We cannot find 

based on this record that PG&B's newly established structure and 

. "enhancements" provide adequate internal controls to assure us that PG&E 

Corporation is maintaining appropriate separation of its regulated and 

unregulated businesses, largely because the information obtained as a result of 

these new controls \\'as not audited, and son\e <:ontrols are still in the process of 

being implemented. To the extent, as PG&E argues, that PG&E's lIenhanced" 
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system provides for adequate internal controls, PG&E should not oppose the 

conditions we adopt. 

9.3.2. Timekeeping 

There is no dispute that efieclive timekeeping controls are 

necessary to ensure that employee services provided by PG&E to other affiliates, 

and provided by the holding company to PG&E, are properly identified, 

retorded, and charged. However, the parties dispute the adequacy of PG&E's 

timekeeping pr<xedures. 

The Audit Report (o~nd that PG&E prepares inadequate 

timesheets for work done for affiliates, especially with respect t<? the detail 

recorded. For example, Some timeshcets willUst lIadm.irtisttative services" or 

"legal work," which descriptions do not allow auditors or other ~OlI'tpaI\y 

personnel to understand the specilic natur~ of the services tendered. As another 

example, an invoice from PG&E Corporation to PG&E for administrative services 

contained a bm for apprOXimately $17 n\illion but failed to \.>reak down the 

specific nature of the services rendered or who provided these services. The 

Audit Report also found that PG&E's tin\('sheet instructions arc inadequate, as 

they are not part of a formal process and the instructions arc abstract and 

confusing. Proper instructions arc important so that employees will understand 

where and how to rc<:ord their time expenditure. 

We agree that PG&E's timekeeping procedures in place 

during the audit period should be improved, espedally to dearly set forth the 

nature of the work the employee has per(oCllled, whether in the context of 

recording the time or bming the lime. Further, it is critical to provide tr,lining to 

en\ployees regarding these new pr<xooures to enSllre that they arc in lact being 

implel1Jented. 
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PG&E argues that improvements it has made to its 

timekeeping system since the conclusion of the audit periodl and p1anned 

enhancemcntsl make it unI\ccessary Cor the Commission to adopt additional 

conditions. For example, it highlights the fact that it has implemented an SAP 

accounting system which facilitates information managen\ent and will allow for 

greater efficiency in internal and external audits. PG&E states that managcrnent 

reports showing "wholl worked on tlwhat/' "when/J and for "how tongll can b~ 

and are prepared from the raw data. ORA disputes the lactthat the SAP system, 

as implemented by PG&E, is adequate to meet its concerns and continues to offer 

detailed recon\mendatio~s discussed more lully in Section 10. 

We agree that the SAP system, at least as implemented by 

PG&E as set forth in ORA's rebuttal testimony at Exhibit 2-2, attached to 

Exhibit 104, do\'s not provide the detail ncc:cssaty to understand the nature 0; the 

transaction. For example, this exhibit does flot contain any information about the 

nature of affiliate transactions, such as a description of t~e service that a holding 

company employee is charging to the utility. Although We modify ORA's 

reconm\ended conditions to give PG&E mote flexibility in their implementation, 

we beli.eve that additional conditions art! ne~essary to ensure that PG&E records 

sufficient information, and anticipate that PG&E will n\odify its implementation 

of its SAP process in order to meet the conditions we set forth in Section 10. 

Further, the system should be able to rccord and report information concerning 

the afCi1iate involved, the project or type of service, and the llature of the 

employee's specific activity in one document, $0 that future auditors, Of others at 

the company in need of this information, do not have to compile it by piecing 

together various source documents (i.e., desk calendars to ascertain the nalUfe of 

the employee's activity). 
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9.3.3. Budgeting 

We find that PG&E's systenl of budgeting during the audit 

period and shortly thereafter should be improved. For example, its 1997 Annual 

Budget for Affiliate Planning Orders (which budget lalls outside of and is more 

recent than the audit period) contains such general information (i.e. legal services 

or safety and health adn\inistration) that we cannot understand the specific 

nature of or reasonableness of the expenditures. (See Exhibit ClOt, Exhibit 12-1). 

Although PG&E has presented a detailed showing of its recently implemented 

procedures and planned enhancements, it is unclear without another audit 

which of these procedures will address this specific ptoblem. For instance, PG&B 

plans to develop a more comprehensive budget process beginning in 1999 . 

. PG&E argues that requiring nlote specificity is unwieldy, 

because it would be virtually impossible to forecast every specific affiliate service 

at the level of detail ORA recommends, and that many projects arc not 

anticipated When the budgets are prepared. We recognize that it may be 

impossible to anticipate and budget each activity in great detail, and the budget 

could allow for such contingencies. However, the fact that such contingencies 

exist should not relieve PG&E fron) the duty to provide more budget deta!l in 

most instances when the projects can in (act be anticipated. 

9.3.4. Analysis Belween Planned and Actual Expenditures 

The Audit Report also found that during the audit period l 

P&GB did not have an established procedure for analyzing variances between 

planned and actual expenditures. \Ve believe such an established r;rocedure is 

useful in that it will provide the company the information to analyze the reasons 

for the variance, and to determine whether the method lor determining planned 

expenditures can be in\proved. \Ve therefore direct PG&E to estabHsh and 

maintain such procedure with respect to affiliate expenditures, and fOr PG&E 
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Corporation to establish and maintain such procedtlce with respect to 

expenditures ~t plans on making on behalf of PG&E .. PG&E al~d PG&E 

Corporation (an deterntine whether its newly implen\ented procedures meet this 

condition, or whether further enhancements are necessary. We discuss this 

condition mote fully in Section 10. 

9.3.5. Authorization Docum~nts . . 

The Audit Report found that PG&E faUedto create and. 

maintain documents sholving the natute, ·scope, and price of services that PG&E . 

provides to affiliates. ORA states that these documents are. necessary, be<c\use 

they provide an audit trail and increase the Jikelih()()~ that transactions \vill be 
. . 

correctly recorded and minimize the likelihood of biUing disputes .. ORA found. 

that during the audit period, PG&E did norprepare a single i'request (or service" 
. . . 

(orm, which was the mechanism it at thattin\e had in place for authorizing 

spedfic a((iliate work. 

We agree that PG&E's implementation of authorization 

documents during the audit period n~eds iMprovement in otdet to provide . 

greater specificity, and therefore adopt the conditions set forth in Sedion 10. For 

example, a Continuing Service Agreement, a mechanism for written 

authorization (or the provision of goods and services to affiliates, in and of itself, 

does not prOVide specific support {or a specific transaction, but is more general in 

nature. Also, PG&E,s Daily Transaction Reports do not COVer utility charges 

originating at the holding company. 

Although PG&B claims that its currently existing (as 

opposed to that existing during the audit period) affiliate cost categorization 

system utilizing orders, cost elcn\ents, and other such indicators is generally . . 

appropriate, PG&E states that it is con~idering certain enhancenlcnts that will 
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make the system a better management tool and simultaneously facilitate external 

reviews. Prhnarily, PG&E will improve its training to clarify the situations in 

which either the provider or receiver of a service will want to establish an order 

to track in more detail the services provided. PG&E also plans to shift 

responsibility lor creating and monitoring the use of orders for affiliate 

transactions to the Affiliate Transactions Section in the utility's Corporate 

Accounting Department. The future audit we require can insure that PG&E ha.s 

improved this system. 

9.3.6. Record 6f Inter-Company Payabfes 

The Audit Report lists several instances where PG&E {ailed 

to I'ecord significant payments to affiliates in its intcr-oifice payables account. 

(See ORA Opening Briel at p_ 116.for a summaryo( thh; list.) We agree with ORA 

that this problem may be a symptom of other control problems, such as 

timekeeping problen\s, ~nd additional internal controls should be established 

that would ensure nlOre complete re(ording of these payments. \Ve therefore 

adopt the applicable conditions set forth in Section 10. 

9.4. Corporate ServIces 

TIle Audit Report reviewed l'G&E's Corporate Service Unit, which 

provided services for utility departments, affiliates, and the corporation as a 

whole during the audit period. Of the $35 nlilJion cross-subsidies which the 

Audit Report alleges occurred, approxin\ately $15 million relate to common 

corporate costs. Over the course of this proceeding, ORA reduced its estimate to 

about $12.5 million. PG&E believes that about $2.4 million was improperly 

allocated and disput('s "pproximatcly $10.5 n\iHion of ORA's allegations. 

ORA's testimony shows that PG&E and ORA are litigating the issue 

of the correct corporate comn\on cost allocation for ratemaking purposes in 
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PG&E's 1999 general rate casco Step~ arc also being taken in PG&E's general rate 

case to address the possibility that the failure to have taken common corporate 

costs into account in the past should riot taint the forecast of the adopted reVenue 

tcquirement on a going~forward basis. ThereforcJ it is not necessary for us to 

resolve the dispute of the precise monetary figure that was improperly allocated 

during the audit period. However; the existence of some repordng errors, eVen 

as acknowledged by PG&E, supports the further-coridition"s we adopt in 

Section 10 below. 

9.5. Corporate Development 

PG&E explains "that the Corporate Development Organiz"ation 

(COO) was a joint activity of the utility and affiliateelilployeesJ the pUrpose of 

which \vas"to provide a systematic method for deve}oping"newpr<?ducts and " 

services, afld {or identifying nc\v business OPP()~tUl\ities to be pursued by either 

the utility or its unregulated alliliates. PG&E terminated the COO in 1995, after 

about a year in operation. 

The Audit Report alleges that all costs assodated with designing and 

imp}cn\enting the COO should have been charged to the affiliates, and to the 

extent they were not, to shareholder-funded beJow-the-line accourits. The Audit 

Report also believes that PG&E underbIlled its affiliates (or work performed on 

the COO. ORA states that PG&E billed PG&E Enterprises $153,430 of the 

$573,048 corporate devclopnlcl\t costs which PG&B hlcurred. ORA also believes 

that, regardless of the spedfic affiliate rules in place at the time, PG&B should 

have (harged its affiliates market-based rates for the services provided, for a total 

of $799,000. 

PG&E believes that some costs of the project, such as those 

associated with designing the process itself, Were properly chargeable to the 
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utility. PG&E points out that the COO provided a means to quickly halt further 

utility work on new business opportunities that were outside the scope of utility 

(orc business (such as ground penetration radar) and to identity new prOducts 

related to the utility business (such as gas pipe liner technology). PG&E states 

that because the Conunissioli. had not set firm policies for treatment of costs and 

revenues associated with the pursuit of unregulated business opportunities, 

PG&E met with Coutmission advisorystaff to discuss the COO and PG&E's 

interim cost allocation approach. PG&E states that staff did not endorse PG&E's 

proposals, but also did not raise any general or spedfic cost allocation concerns. 

PG&B also admits to Son1e tili'lekeepirtg 111istakes (it no\v believes it failed to 

charge about $54,060), but ~f$~utes O~;s' allegations that it should have 

charged even mor~ hours to the <'If(ilia~es. PG&E also disputes the allegation that 

it should h~ve charged marke"t-b~~ed ~a(e~, since that was not Commission poHcy 

. at that time. 

The chtl.rging errors did Jlot affect rates during the <'tudit period, and 

PG&E is moving Inuch of thc company's unr~gulated business planning function 

to the holding company. Also, the Commission's ~fmiate Transaction Rules 

establish rules on new products and services lor the amllates covered by the 

rules. Therefore, it is not necessary (or us to make dctailed findings here on 

exactly how much PG&E undercharged its affiliates (or the COO,'" Howcv~r, 

even PG&E admits that it undercharged its affiliates. Also, we find that this 

. project primarily benefited shateholders, since PG&E was only able to identify 

one utility d.evelopn\ent project which WaS terminated and one project that went 

10 \Vc clarify here that PG&E's presentation to Con\mission staff of its cost allocation 
approach, and staff's failure to point ~ut any perceived deficiencies, is not a defense as 
to the proccdurc's reasonableness in a later Commission review. 
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on to the utility line of business. Yet, PG&E's cost allocations arc not in keeping 

with this division. Por instance, PG&E initially did not charge COO (or the cost 

of establishing regulatory and legal polky for the COO project. 

This project dei110nstrates the need for further separation between 

the regulated and unregulated aclivities, and the need for a much better (Ost 

allocation poliC)' and implementation o( that policy in order to ensure that 

ratepayers do not finance competitive activities. the future audit we order today 

can aid us in this determination. This project also demonstrates the need for 

clearer, and more detailed tin\ekeeping policies, pcoceduies, and training 

thereonJ which is addressed by the conditions we adopt in Section 10. 

9.6. Power Quality 

Power quality as a term used to describe various products and 

services offered to customers in order to mitigate problems assodaled wit.h 

sustained or n'lomentary power disturbances. The Audit Report states that PG&E 

transferred its entire power quality business line to PG&E Energy Services 

without receiving proper compensation. The Audit Report states that the 

business line cost $2.2 million to develop, and had a market value of $8.5 million. 

PG&E disputes that it tranSferred the entire business line, and states it only 

transferred the service orders for five static transfer switches to PG&E Energy 

Services and appropriately billed it (or PG&E's costs of $315,216. 

ORA is 1\ot asking for penalties or refunds in this case, but uses the 

power quality exan)ple to demonstrate the need for a~ditional conditions to 

ensure separation and to guard against antkonlpetitive behavior. For this 

reason, we do not make detatted findirtgs on this issue of the appropriate dollar 

amount transferred to PG&n Energy Services, since ratepayers did not pay any of 

the stalic Iransfer switch development costs. The 1996 general rate case used a 
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base year of 1993. These disputed costs were charged to Account 912 beginning 

in 1994. Moreover, the Commission denied PG&E/s request lot funding for 

Account 912 in PG&E's 1996 general rate case. Further, We will determine the 

appropriate rates going forward in PG&E's 1999 general rate case, and to the 

extent this issue is currently relevant, We can address it in that decision. 

We recognize that a similar transfer of the static transfer switches, or 

other elements of PG&E's power quality businesS would not be permitted today 

under the Affiliate Transaction Rules. For example, the rules clearly delineate 

that the utility cannot provide th~ affiliate with preferential treatment regarding 

services provided by the utility, and that transactions between a utility and its 

a((iliates shall generally be lin\ited to tariffed products and services, or services 

made available to all participants through an open competitive bidding process. 

(Sec, e.g'J Rules UtA and II1.B.) 

We do not find that PG&B transferred its entire power quality 

busines:. line to PG&E Energy Services, since PG&B still provides some power 

quality consultation for its customers. However, we find that it transferred, 

either directly or indirectly, a very large portion of this business line to PG&E 

Energy Services at the same time that it transferred the purchase orders (or the 

five static transfer switches. InitiallYI PG&E's power quality business line had 

five different product lines. Two (Fermata and Terrier) were discontinued in 

1995, one (Starfish) exists at PG&E in another' name today, and another (Darwin), 

which consists of power quality consulting,. is also offered by PG&E today on a 

more limited basis than in the past. The fifth produclline, Orca, was focused on 

the power quality needs of large industrial customers. The static transfer 

switches and static voltage regulators wer'e signifi~at\t power' quality solutions in 

this section. PG&E selected its affiliate to exclusively market the stM!': transfer 
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switches and static voltage regulators, and instructed its utility to stop marketing 

these solutions. 

PG&E Energy Services' power quality business was developed, in 

part, by utiHty personnel, who either transferred to the affiliate or who were on 

rotational assignment. Also, prior to the transfe{()( the static transfer switches, 

PG&E's RD&D ~cpartn\ent conducted initial research and studies regarding" 

power quality issues which lead to the formulation of the idea to create Orca and 

the product solutions offered therein. 

Although \ve do not believe that PG&E transferred its entire power 

quality business line business linc, PG&E trarisferl'ed more thanjust five 

purch(\se orders to PG&E Energy Services, eit~erdirectly or indirectly_ Thus, this 

demonstrates the need (or the se"paration rules adopted as part of lhe Affiliate 

Transactio]\ Rules, as well as the need ~ol'a veriiicatiot\ "audit to ensure th~\t ()ny 

future transfers of this type are properly conducted and accounted for. 

9.7. Energy Marketing and Tiger Project 
The Tiger Project was an effort undertaken in 1994 to determine the .. 

feasibility of creating an energy marketing company. The project involved 

employees (ron\ both PG&B and its unregulated subsidiary, PG&E Enterprises. 

PG&E agrees that all utility employee costs of the Tiger Project should have been " 

charged to nonutilily accounts, and instructed utilityemployees to bilt their time 

to PG&E Enterprises. PG&E admits that not all costs were correctly tracked and 

recorded. However, PG&E and ORA differ on the amount o( costs that were 

incorrectly tracked and recorded, \\tith PG&E dain\ing only n\inor errors al\d 

ORA claiming that the Tiger Project's charges \vere uriderstated by abo.ut 50%. 

Again, because anyerl'ors whtch may have occurred did not affect 

rates during the audit period, it is not neCessary for liS to resolve the spedfic 
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diffcrcnccs belwccn PG&E and ORA hcre. Howevcr, even PG&E admits that 

somc of its cmployces did not appropriatcly track and record their time, despite 

receiving instructions thereon. It is clear that these errors were significant. For 

instance, in 1994, PG&E's controller took the initiative to audit employee records 

after a meeting on the Tiger Project. He found that the systenl did not work, and 

tharof the 26 PG&E enlp]oyees attending the meeting, as fcw as nine had, at that 

point, correctly billed their time to PG&E Entcrprises. Also, the cost of the 

Learning Center where the meeting was held was incorrectly bHlcd to PG&E. 

Although PG&E states that timekeeping has been improved, and the 

holding company ~tructure should preve~t this type of problem from recurting, 

it is important fot holding company pe~sonnel to correctly charge their time to 

the affil.ia.te at th~ holding company level., The fact that these tin\ekeeping errors 

e"istedi~ the past supports the further inte~nal.controls which we impose in 

Section 10 of this decision. It also reinforces the need (or a verification audit to 

monitor whether the changed circumstances in fact result in better tracking and 

recording of employee time, and appropriate separatiOl'l between the utility and 

affiliates. 

9.8. Acquisitions 

PG&E and PG&E Enterprises pursued corporate acquisitions during 

the audit period, and various utility en'ployees performed due diligence 

activities on potential acquisition projects. The Audit Report alleges that PG&E 

did not accurately tn\ck the costs to it of working on these projects, and failed to 

bill its affiliates or shareholders with a prke reflecting the fair market value of the 

services. PG&B disputes the report's conclusions, stating that at most, minor 

errors occurred. PG&B also points out that none of the alleged errors impacted 

rates during the audit period, and the formation of the holding company reduces 

the risk of similar errors "ffecting utility ~05tS. in t~c future. 
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A potential reason (or the dispute here is the method by which 

PG&E's salaried employeesl particularly corporate executivesl billed their time. 

These PG&E employees arc instructed to ~harge on the basis of an eight hour 

day, under the assumption that the hours spent alter work on particular topics or 

activities (Le., if an employee works longer than eight hours 01\ a pa'rticular day) 

are proportional to time spent on those topics or activities during the regular' 

eight hour work day. PG&E explains thatl under this assumption, the rate per 

hour used to charge salaried employees' time to affiliates is much higher than it 

would be if all the hours spent \~ere in lact recorded. 

Againl we do not need to resolve the specific factual dispute on the 

number of hours that should have been billed in this instance b~ause ORA is not 

. requestin~ a rate adjustment or a penalty.' However, we agree \vith ORA that 

this dispute cxistsl in partl because of the inadequacy of the authorizing, 

timekeeping, and accQunting docuO\ents underlying these transactions. We 

therefore adopt the conditions discussed in Section 10 to improve PG&E's 

internal control systen\. 

Furthermore, PG&E's "8-hour day" timekeeping system would only 

be accurate if affiliates were billed on a cost rather thal\ fair market value basisl 

and PG&E's assumptions regarding proportionality are in fact accurate. We 

thereforc dir~d that if PG&E continues to usc this timekeeping and bnting 

system, PG&E test its systeo\ to verify that its assuo\ption that the 1/8-hour day" 

timekeeping and billing systell\ adequately and proportionately reflects work 

actually per(onned. 

9.9. Mission Trail Insurance 

Mission Traillnsurancc is a wholly owned subsidiary o( PG&E 

Corporation, which PG&E owned until recently. It is a eaptive insuret, providing 
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property and general liability insurance only to the utility. l\1ission Trail was 

formed in 1985, was essentiaHy inactive from 1988 to 1991, and stopped writing 

new policies in April 1997. PG&E created Mission Trail at a time when PG&E 

states it was difficult to obtain insurance at r,ltes it considered reasonable. 

However, PG&E Corporation has deternlined that the insurance market has 

bccome n\ore competitive and thttt it can obtain the required coverage through 

commercial insurers. For this reason, PG&E states that it decided in June 1998 to 

liquidate Mission Trail, and expects the liquidation process to be completed by 

early 1999. 

Since its establishment in 1985 as a wholly owned subsidiary of 

PG&B/ Mission Trail has been used (or two primary purposes: to obtain 

reinsurance from commercial insurers and to underwrite directly PG&E's and 

PG&E/s subsidiaries' insurance needs. With respect to reinsurance, I'G&E 

purchased about $46 million limits of reinsurance from Mission Trails, about 

$26 n\iUion of which Mission Trails passed 0." to PG&E at its cost. Mission Trail 

'received a ceding commission of $36,000 fron\ one reinsurer for $20 nlillion of 

coverage, but d~d not pass this benefit on to PG&E. Mission Trails charged 

PG&E retail prices for the insurance Mission Trails underwrote for PG&E. 

ORA docs not propose any rate adjustment or penalty h\ this 

proceeding. ORA states that Mission Trails should not have added a nlarkup in 

its reinsurance efforts for PG&E, and should have provided insurance to PG&E at 

cost, "nd not at market price. \,yhUe ORA argues that many of its 

recommendations are rnade moot jf PG&E permanently ends affiliated company 

insumnce trclllsactions, it argues that if Missiol'i Trail is rec1ctivatcd, or jf PG&E 

Corporation forms another affiliate to sell insurc1nce coverage to the utility, the 

Commission should prohibit the utiHty {rom paying a price which is higher than 

cost, ORA also reconl.mends that the COIlUl\ission prohibit PG&E from using 
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PG&E Corporation or an afCiliate as a direct insurer of the utility to meet future 

insurance requirements. 

PG&E believes that its plans to dissolve Mission Trail moots ORA's 

concerns. PG&E also states that, with respect to the reinsurance, it only failed to 

pass on to PG&E a $36,000 savings, which is incidental in dollar amount as well 

as percentage of earned premium, PG&E also believes that since shareholders 

bear the cost of runni~g Mission Trails, it would be fair to allow the ceding 

commission to offset the cost of running Mission Trail. PG&E also states that it 

was appropriate (or the a(!iliate to charge market price for its underwriting 

activities, and believes it was able to use the existence of Mission Trail as leverage 

to negotiate lower premiums with other insurers. I'G&E also asserts that the 

ratepayers underpaid Mission Trail for insurance, since paym~nts for losses 

which the utility suffered exceeded premiums which the utility paid. 

The parties do not dispute the fact that ratepayers benefited overall 

from the reinsurance transactions that took place between 1991 and 1996. 

However, PG&E's argument that ratepayers benefited from Mission Trail's 

ability to underwrite insurance and charge market rates is not necessarily correct. 

)( the utility paid the market rate, the utility could have bought insurance from a 

comnlercial carrier at that same rate. The ratepayers were indif(erent between 

using Mission Trail and using a third·party carrier, and were thus neither 

harmed nor benefited by the use of Mission Trail (or this purpose. 

Therc is insu(ficicnt cvidence In the record to support ORA's claim 

that ratepayers arc harmed by the 1.1tility'sdedsion to self-insure in a111nstances. 

This is a business decision which is fact intensive and is adopted by many 

successful companies. However, we direct PG&B to prke such services 

appropriately. PG&E's affiliate transaction transfer pricing rules which governed 
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during the audit period required that the sale by an affiliate to the utility of goods 

and services not produced fot sale to third parties be priced at [uHy loaded cost, 

not fair nlarket value. If Mission Trail is reactivated as an a((iliale, or if another 

business unit withil\ the holding company begins seBing insurance to the utility, . 
PG&E should [o))ow the transEer pricing rules set forth in Rule V.H of our 

AliiJiate Transaction Rules. 

PG&E states that it plans to liquidate Mission Trail by early 1999, but . 

as of this writing the company still exists. No la~er than 15 days after the 

effeCtive date of this decision, we direct PG&E to inform the Commission/s 
. . 

Energy Division by letter of the status of Mission Trail and PG&E's pJans 

regarding Mission Tran. This lenet should be sent to all parties t6 this 

proceeding. In the event Mission Trail is not liquidated at the time of PG&E's 

first letter, PG&E should provide follOW-Up letters each 30 days thereafter until 

~i$sion Trail is liquidated. The follow-up lcttcrsshould also be sent to an parties 

to this proceeding. 

Based on ORA's review of Mission Trails, PG&E should inform us if 

PG&E Corporation fOrIl\s an insurance affiliate in the future. Therefore, we 

direct PG&E to comply with the requirements of A (filia te Tra.nsaction RuJe VI.B, 

and notify the Energy Division by advice letter if and when an ,,(filiate is created 

to sell insurance to the utility, and whether 01* not the affiliate pJans to sell such 

insurance to third parties as well. We require PG&B to so notify the Commission, 

whether or not it believes the new insUrcll'lCe affiliate is covered by the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules. (See Rule VI.B.) However, if PG&E docs I'\ot belicve the new 

affiliate is covcred by the Rules, it need not demonstrate how the new affiUate 
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will comply with the Rules. However, PG&E should demonstrate in its Advice 

Letter why the affiliate is not covered by the Rules. 

9.10. Other 

9.10.1. PGT Pension Allocation 

Effective January 1, 1996, PG&E made a formal allocation 

of assets held within the PG&E Retirement Master Trust (or the benefit of both 

PGT and PG&E employees. ORA initially questioned the valuation method~ but 

ultimately concluded it to be reasonable. The only remaining outstanding issue 

is whether PG&E violated Conunission asset transfer reporting rules by tailing to 

report the pension allocatiori in the 1996 Annual Report on Significant Utility .. 

Affiliate Transactions. We agree with PG&I(that it did not violate this 

requirement be~ause no assets were trar.sferredout of the trust. PG&B is bound 

by the n'.inimum reporting requirem£'lits. However we encourage PG&E to 

teport in its annual report sigl'\ificant utility-affiliate transactions which comply 

with the spirit of the repurting requirements and can add clarity to the 

Commission's ability to understand utility-affiliate transactions. 

9.10.2. Reporting Requirements 
ORA believes that PG&E failed to comply with several 

reporting requirements for the Annual Report on Si,gnificant Utility-Affiliate 

Transactions, which report is required by 0.93-02-019, 48 CPUC2d 163. ORA also 

recommends further conditions to supplement the requirements set lorth in 

0.93-02-019. 

ORA recommends that PG&ll fully disclose the basis {or its 

tr(lnsler pricing in Sections E and F of its annual report filed pursuant to 

0.93-02-019. Although PG&E believes it is incompliance with reporting 

requirements, PG&E recognizes that it C,ln make h~lprovements and agrees to 
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add clarifying language in future annual (eports. We adopt this recommendation 

as agreed to by the parties. 

ORA also found that PG&E failed to explain why it omitted 

financial statements for unconsolidated subsidiaries (ronl. its annual report, since 

0.93·02-019,48 CPUC2d 163, 179 (Section II.G.7 o( the Reporting Requirements) 

requires financial statemerits (rom all non· consolidated subsidiaries of the 

~onholling corporatio~1 unless the company is legally precluded from prOViding 

them. PG&E states that the reason for such absences in the past is that the 
" . 

financial statements have ~ot been available in time to include in the report, and 

that its position as a minority owner in.suc~ subsidiaries constrains its ability to 

demand that the statements be iss.ued .~~rlier. Howeverl PG&E agrees to 

supplement its report in the future onc.e the statements become available. \Ve 

think PG&E's approach is reasonablp.1 provided ~hat it notify the Commission in 

the r~port which statements are missin~ why they are missing, and 

approximately when PG&E anticipates supplementing the ['eport. 

ORA also requests that we require the following specific 

disclosures in the portion of PG&E's future annual a((iliate reports responsive to 

section G of the Reporting Rcquiren\ents: (1) Annual affiliate reports must 

include cons~lidating worksheets (or both PG&E Corporation and PG&E, the 

utility; (2) Financial information {or each consolidated subsidiary must be shown 

separately on the consolidating worksheet (instead of combining consolidated 

subsidiaries into a column entitled "other"); and (3) All information necessary to 

achieve a basic understanding of each subsidiary's or affiliate's financial results 

must be disclosed on the consolidating worksheet. 

We believe that item (1) above is covered by the Affiliate 

Reporting Requirements, \\'hich require quarterly and annual financial 
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statements of the utility's controHing corporation, including consolidating 

workpapers of the controlling corporation (in this case, PG&E Corporation) and 

its subsidiaries (both regulated and unregulated). The definition of 

"subsidiaries" should include PG&E. (See 48 CPUC2d at 173, Rule I.G.d.) 

Therc(ore, we do not adopt ORA's first recommendation because it dupikates 

eXisting requirements. We believe ORA's remaining retomn\endations above are 

reasonable and therefore adopt them. 

ORA alSo makes several reCOJl\inendations to improve the 

quality of the CPUC annual afliliate reports. Since these ate generic . 

recommendations to the Affiliate Reporting Requirement, we reject them without 
. . . 

prejudice to ORA making a request to modify these rules generically in the 

appropriate (orum. By this deter~unationJ \ve do not predude PG&E or any 

other utility from voluntarily provi~ing more information in order to aid in 

developing a more useful arid meaningful annual a(filiate report. 

9.10.3. Modification 6f D.91-12-057 

As a result of ORA's inquiry, PG&E has proposed that the 

Con\mission reduce the $500 million aedit support [or its subsidiaries which the 

Commission authorized in D.91-12-057 to all aggregate of $50 n\i1Iion. 

PG&E explains that it is currently committed to 

approximately $26 Jl\itlion o[ capital support pursuant to this authorization. In 

light of the [orn'ation o[ the holding company, the existing conlnlit01ents of 

approximately $26 n\iIlion undet the existing authorization, and the desirability 

lor PG&E to have sonle flexibility to provide litnited future credit support for 

utility-rel,aled affiliates and subsidiaries, PG&H believes its recommended 

reduction [rolh $500 nlillion to $50 million is reasonable. ORA docs not oppose 

this request. 
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We adopt this reconlmendation and modify Ordering 

Paragraph 1 of 0.91-12-057 so that the $500 nli1lion of capital support which we 

authorized is reduced to $50 million. 

10. Audit Recommendations 

10.1. Overview 

ORA makes three general sets of recommendations with respect to 

the issues discussed in Section 9 above. 111ese recommendations can be classified 

as (1) recommendations PG&E has implemented and which Overland has 

verified; (2) recommendations with which PG&E has not disagreed, but which 

Overland has not been able to ·verify as implemented; and (3) re~ommendations 

with which PG&E disagrees or states it will not voluntaril}' implement. 

ORA recommends that PG&E mOVe functions that arc 

predominately corporate in nature to the holding company~ PG&E satisfied this 

recommendation during the first hall of 1998. Therefore, ORA does not believe 

that the Conlnlission needs to take any further action on this recommendation at 

this time, and we do not. 

10.2. Recommendations That Are Largely Undisputed 

ORA also lists recommendations with which PG&E has not 

disagreed but which have not been verified. The main issue of controversy on 

these rccOlnmendations is where compliance with them should be audited. We 

address the audit issue in Section 7.3 above. We therc(ore direct that PG&E 

comply with the recomn\endations it has not disputed and that compliance 

therewith should be reviewed in the verification audit. In order to ensure that 

PG&E implements these recommendations promptly, we also direct that no later 

than 180 days (rom the effcctive date of this decision, PG&E send a letter, verified 

by the head of either PG&E Corporation's or PG&E's internal audit departrnent, 
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that PG&E Corporation and PG&E have implemented the conditions set (orth 

below. The verified letter should briefly describe the steps PG&E has taken to 

fulfill these conditions and verify their impJenlentation. If PG&E Corp6rati6n or 

PG&E has been unable to fully implement the re~~mmendations, the letter 

should state the reasons therefore, and a target date lor full implementation. 

PG&E Corporation or PG&E shall send a supplen\cntalletter or letters every two 

mo~ths thereafter, as ne~essary, until iullimplernentation has occurred. These 

letters should be sent to Executive Director, and also served on all 

Commissioners, the assigned ALJ, and the service list ol this proceeding. 

PG&B should: 

1. Establish accountability for affiliate actounting and record· 

keeping in a singlp utility accounting manager~ 

2. P(ovide authorizing documents in advance of prOViding services 
- , 

between affiliates. 

3. Redesign the existing system of associated con\pa~\y (alliliate) 
. -

accounts payable and I'.eccivable. For this item, PG&B should (a) elin\inale 

unnecessary sub-accounts; (b) appropriately use notes and accounts payable 

accounts; (c) standardize accounting for inter-company (affiliate) income tax 

transactions; (d) develop a mechanism to flag improperly recorded payables 

transactions; and (e) improve the documentation supporting recorded 

transactions. 

4. Establish written agreen\ents [or a1l recurring transactions. 

S. Inlprove the documentation of the transfer pricing basis alld the 

nature and scope of goods and services prOVided. 
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6. Utilize requests (or services that have been required by 

continuing service agreements. 

7. Conduct a complete review of existing written agreements and 

implement revisions or execute new agreen\ents, as necessary, to reflect transfers 

of responsibility (rom the utility to the holding company. 

8. Ensure that all utility accounting with aUiliates is recorded in 

intet-company rcceivables and payables accounts, and develop a simplified set of 

inter-company accounts with meaningful titles. 

9. Simplify inter-company accounting procedures and update 

account documentation. 

10.3. Disputed Recommendations 

As a result of the Audit Report's findings on PG&E's internal 

controls, as discussed more fully in Section 9 above, ORA makes detailed 

recommendations regarding affiliate services classifications, timekeeping 

procedures, and budgeting. Specificall}', ORA recommends that PG&E 

(a) develop a hierarchical classification system to track services between affiliates; 

(b) develop an affiliate time-keeping procedure with dear instructions and a 

meaningful categorization of affiliate costs, including a code or description which 

identifies the entity being billed, the type of service being provided, and the 

specific job or activity being performed, and develop a timekeeping procedure 

. describing the documentation requirements set forth above and providh'g 

guidance on correct timekeeping, with details on exactly what this procedure 

should include; (c) establish budgets for charges by the utility and the holding 

company to affiliates and subsidiaries, with costs delineated according to the 

affiliate to be charged, project or type of service to be provided, and if known, the 

specific job or nature of work; (d) conduct a budget-to-actual ~ariance analysis at 
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least quarterly to provide a means to itlvestigatc significant deviations from 

planned charges; and (e) hnprovc the documentation supporting recorded 

affiliate transactions (i.e., the holding company's bill to the utility) to include at 

least the following: (i) a sunUllary of the bill; (Ii) SAP order detail at the project 

level, and if possible, the job or activity level, \vhich totals to anamounl which 

can be tied to the invoke total; (Iii) for conimon allocated holding company (osts, 

support (or the allocation factors used to distribute the cost to the utility and 

other alfiliates; (iv) are!erence indicating from whom Clild from where more 

detailed supporting data, such as time sheets docull'\enting the e(forts and 'service 

request authorization forms, can be obtained; and (v) retain timcsheets 

(especially holding company, tiri\e sheets), service authorizations, vouchers for 
. . ,~ 

materials and outside services, a~dother source d~cument support fot ~(filiate 

billings in a logical system that permits the invoice support to be traced t;) the 

source docun'lents without difficulty. 

PG&E objects tothe details in these recoO\n\cndations, and believes 

"that its current system, with planned enhancemcnts, will rectify any existing 

problems, and ~hat no furthcr conditions are ne~essary. For example, PG&E 

believes that its prescnt timekeeping system providcs the hierarchical 

information, but is nonetheless enhancing its systc~ to increase its usability and 

effediveness. PG&E ~lso objects to such detailed conditions because 

circumstances may change in the future, and it believes that the conditions 

should not be ridged in details, but should give the company the ability to 

respond to changing circumstances. 

As discussed in detail in Section 9.3 above, we found problems with 

PG&E's system of internal controls which We cannot verify have been effectively 

addressed by PG&H today, either as implemented or through its planned 

enhancements. However, we also recognize the dilficulty in inlposing extremely 
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detailed requirements on our approval of a holding company structure, because 

these requirements might preclude management (ron) implemellting even more 

beneficial internal controls than the parties or the Conmussion could anticipate 

today. 

In response to our discussion in this section and in Section 9.3 above, 

we impose the following additional requirements on PG&E.\Ve require that 

PG&H in\plcn\cnt and maintain the following internal control systems for 

transactions between the utility and its affiliates and subsidiaries and between 

the parent and the utility: (a) tracking; approval and authorization; 

(b) timekeeping; (c) billing; and (d) budgetirig, whkh systems will each contain 

specific descriptions of the services to be rendered, or th~ services that' are 
• 

antkipated to be rendered. These specific descriptions should il\dude, hut are 

not limited to, a description of the entity billed, the type of service ·provided, and 

the specific job or activity performed. I:or common allocated hc)ldi~lg company 

costs, there should be support (or the allocation factors llsed to distribute the cost 

to the utilitr and other affiliates. PG&E and the holding company shall also 

develop and maintain a tirnekeeping procedure describing the docut\\entation 

requirements set forth above and providhlg guidance on correct timekeeping. 

PG&H and the holding company shan also conduct a budget-to

actual variance analysis at least quarterly to prOVide a n\eans to investigate 

Significant deviations (ron\ planned charges. \Ve also require PG&E and the 

holding company to maintain the internal reports and all detailed underlying 

documentation used to generate them until completion of the verification audit 

ordered by this decision. \Vhile we do not mandatc. the specific documentation 

to be kept at atllevels, it should be detailed and include such items as timcsheets, 

service authorizations, and vouchers for materials and outside services. With 

respect to its internal control system, PG&E and the holding company should 
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also include a reference indicating from whonl and from where more detailed 

supporting data can be obtained. 

As in Section 10.2 above, We want to enSUre that PG&E irnplements 

these recomrnendations promptly. Therefore, we also direct that no later than 

180 days (rom the effective date of this decision, PG&E send a letter, verj(ied by 

the head of either PG&E Corporation's or PG&E's Internal audit department, that 

PG&E Corporation and PG&E have implemented the additional ~onditions set 

fOrth above. The verified letter should briefly describe the 'steps PG&E has 'taken 

to (ulfill these conditions and to verify their implementation. If either PG&E 

Corpora'Hon or PG&E has been unable to fully implement the l'eton\JJ\endation, 

the letter should state the reasons why and a 'target date for full'implementatiOI\. 

PG&E Corporation or pe&E shall send asupplementallcttcr or letters every two 

months thereafter, as necessary, until (ull implementation h~s occurred. These 

letters should be sent to the Executive Director', and also served on all 

Commissioners, the assigned ALJ, and the service list of this proceeding. 

11. COmments to the Proposed Decision and Alternate 

The proposed dedsion o( ALJ Econome was mailed to the parties on 

February 23, 1999, in accordance with Pub. Util. Code § 311(d) and Rule 77.1 of 

the Rules of Practice and Procedu(e. The following parties filed comments or 

replies: PG&E, ORA, Scmpra Energy, and Southern California Edison Company. 

In response to the parties· commcnts, we have made changes to the proposed 

dccision to improve the discussion, add Case citations or references to the record, 

and correct typographkal errors. 

In Section 6, we provide that parties Who beHevc it necessary 
to raise the nced for (urther financial conditions on all eleCtric 
and gas utilities within our jurisdiction, either as proposed by 
ORA in this proceedialg, or othcr appropriate financial' 
conditions, may raise this issue whel\ the Comn\ission reviews 
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the Affiliate Transaction Rules as provided (or in 0.97-12-088, 
slip op. at p. 99, Ordering Paragraph 10.) This is in lieu of the 
recommendation set forth in the proposed decision that the 
COInmission staU prepare a new generic proceeding on these 
issues (or our consideration. Ordering Paragraph 10 is also 
deleted, since the recommendation for a generic proceeding is 
deleted. 

In Section 7.5, we darify that we address the parent company 
guidelines, not PG&E's guideliiles. ' 

In Section 8.4, we state the Conunission will review PG&E/s 
proposed trailsier pricing rules (or transadions bcl\veen the 
utility and holding company when it review PG&E's proposed 
Policy and Guidelines for AUiliate Company Transactions, 
which review is discpssed in morE! detail in Section 7.5. 

In Section 9.10, we d~rj(y that although PG&E is bound by the 
minimum reporting requirements, we nevertheless encourage 
PG&E to report h\ its annual report significant utility-affiliate 
transactions whithcomply with the spiri~ of the reporting 
requirements and add darity to the CommissIon's ability to 
understand utility-affiliate transactions. 

In Sections 10.2 and 10.3, we require the letter PG&B sends to 
the Comn\ission verifying that it has implemented the listed 
reconmlendations should also briefly describe the steps PG&E 
had taken to fulfill these recon\mendations and to verify their 
implementation. 

In OrdNing Paragraph 5, we clarily the tinung and period for 
the audit, as well as the audit procedures. 

Alternate pages o( Commissioner Neeper were mailed on April 7, 1999. 

Comments \\'erc received ((on\ ORA on April 16,1999. We do not change the 

alternate pages in response to Conlments. 

FIndings 6f Fact 

1. This is the second decision in PG&E's applicatiOl\ (or authorization to form 

'a holding conlpany structure. A February IS, 1996 ALJ ruling determined that 

ORA should conduct all audit in this proceeding of all of PG&E's significant 
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utility / affiliate transactions fronl the 1994 reporting period through the present. 

The Commission later a((irntcd this ruling in D. 96-11-017, the Interim Opinion. 

2. A(tcr the formation of the holding (OmpaI'lY, PG&E Corporation bccan\e 

the parent of PG&E and I'G&E's affiliates. Prior to the formation of the holding 

company, PG&E's investments in non-utility businesses were held through 

PG&E Enterprises, which was a wholly owned subsidiary oE the utility. 

3. The Audit Report (overed the period between 1994 and 1996 (the audit 

period). The Audit Report also included a review of all of PG&E's affiliate 

transactions during the audit period, and a review of the current bush'\ess plans 

of PG&E ai(iJiates. 

4. Two subsequent events occurted after the end of the audit period which 

the parties argue, to various degrees, aileet this,dedsiol\~ First, the Conunission 

enacted the AffiliMc Transaction Rutes in D.97-12-088, as modified bl 

D.98-08-035. Second, PG&E continued staffing and developing the infrastructure 

for the holding company. 

5. Although PG&E Corporation is pJanning to engage in newly competitive 

businesses through its afiiliates, the record does not demonstrate that the risks 

are greater for PG&E than thcy are for any other California investor-owned 

energy utility. 

6. Several companies arc pursuing a I'\ational energy strategy, and only a 

small number of those arc expected to be successful in continuing to pursue such 

a strategy. 

7. Although we decided several other holding company or energy utility 

nterger decisions after the advent of electric industry restructuring, we did not 

cxanline a comprehensive set of financial (ondltions similar to what ORA 

proposes here in those cases, nor have we recently examined the appropriateness 
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of these, or similar c:onditions, to be applied to all of the energy utilities within 

our jurisdiction in a uniform manner. 

8. Under the PUHCA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 79 et se<h in order to obtain em exemption 

from the Act, a Commission such as ours, that has jurisdiction oVer a public 

utHity company that is an associate or affiliate COn\pallY of a foreign utility 

company, nlust ~ertify to the SEC that we have the authority and reSources to 

protect ratepayers subject to our jurisdictiOl\ and that We in.tend to exercise our 

authority. The Commission Olay impose additional conditions to the SEC on a 
prospective basis. 

9. \Ve have cOl\ditioned our current certification on the utility's compliance 

with the requirements set forth in D.95-1~-OO7,62 CPUC2d 5\7, 529-532. 

However; We issued this decision prior tt) the enactment and implementation of 

Assembly Bill 1890 con~en\ing electric industry restructuring, and before the 

recent turmoil in the overseas financial n\arkets. 

10. Rule VII of the Aft1liate Transaction Rules, significantly n\odified in 

D.98-08-035, provides detailed rules and procedures for utilities to follow to offer 

nontari((ed products and services, including an Advice Letter process requiring a 

detailed showing. The Commission is also reviewing PG&E's application to 

adopt a revenue sharing mechanism for nontarif(ed products and services, 

A.98-05-007. An additional lc.lyer of regulation as proposed by ORA with respect 

to assignment of business opportunities Is not necessary to adopt at this time. 

11. The Commission has multiple tools available to protect ratepayers from 

unreasonable contracts. Contrary to ORA's assertions, we do not concede here 

that our authority is limited to disallowances, or that the Conunission cannot 

implentent the remedy suggested by ORA in Section 7.2 without our adopting 

the proposed condition. 
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12. The benefit of ORA's current audit has been somewhat eclipsed by the 

passage of time and intervening circumstances. The audit period covered 

affiliate transactions (rom 1994 to 1996. After the concluslOl\ of the audit period, 

(1) PG&E changed its corporate structure to a holding company str.ltcturcj (2) the 

Commission adopted the Affiliate Transaction Rut~s, which cover some, but not 

aJl, of PG&E/s alliHates; and (3) PG&E instituted procedures to atternpt 

compliance with these rules. 

13. PG&E has used the defense of the passage of time and intervening events 

to oppose many of the cOl}-ditions proposed by ORA. ORA has withdrawn some 

of its proposed conditions based on the Commission's adoption of the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules and PG&E's format1onof a holding company structure, and 

We have been judicious in adopting further conditions in this decision in light of 

these, and other, intervening events. 

14. PG&E's statements that the holding company structure and attendant 

safeguards which it has in place Me sufficient to protect ratepayers have, as yetJ 

not been tested. 

15. The verification audit we direct will give the Comnussion an opportunity 

to verify if PG&E's implementation of its new corporate structure, and the 

conditions adopted in this decision as well as other Commission decisions, are 

sufficient to protect ratepayers. 

16. The audits we have ordered in the Affiliate Transaction proceeding do not 

make this audit redundant. Although there may be some overlap between the 

A((iliate Transaction audits and this audit, the auditors hired as a result of this 

decision should re\'iew the carlier audits, which should streamline the process. 
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17. We do not wish to resolve detailed questions in this proceeding about the 

scope or content of the audit mandated by the Affiliate Transaction Rules, which 

arc applicable to nlany energy utilities, not just PG&E. . 

18. PG&E rnust ~omply with the Affiliate Transaction Rules under the term.s of 

the decisions which adopted the rules. Adding a condition that PG&E comply 

with the Affiliate Transaction Rules in this decision would rtot enhance that 

requirement. 

19. In the unlikely event that a court of last resort Were to find a portion of the 

Affiliate Transaction Rules invalid, We would address that event if and when it 

occurs. 

20. It is most efficient fat PG&E Corporation to finalize its parent company 

Policy and Guidelines for Af(iliat~ Company Transactions after we have ruled on 

the broader proposed conditions in this Phase 2 decision. The parties' disputes 

surrounding the pOlicies and procedures would likely mirror the disputes 

presented in Phase 2, if PG&E Corporation were to finaHze its policies and 

procedures prior to our rendering this decision. 

21. The Affiliate :Transaction Rules address the sharing of directors and. 

officers. We do not superimpose another sct of restrictions addressing such 

sharing at this time, before we know whether or not the current rules prOVide (or 

adequate separation. 

22. The Affiliate Transaction Rules impose costs on aUiltates that receive 

employees transferred from the utility and restrictions on transferring 

confidential information. \Vc do not superimpose another sct of restrictions 

addressing separation of benefit plans at this time, befor~ we know whether or 

not the current rules provide for adequate separation and,address our 

cross-subsidization and confidentiality concerns. 
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23. The justific.ltion for ORA's proposed condition regarding the benefits of 

association results from the conditions imposed by electric industry 

restrltcturin~ and is not peculiar to PG&E alone. We do not need to adopt this 

condition as a placeholder in this decision to preserve our ability to impose it in 

the future either on a generic, or utility specific basis, should conditions warrant. 

24. Rule V.H of the Affiliate Transaction Rules sets forth transfer pricing rules 

for affiliates co\'er'XJ by the Rules. 

25. PG&E's transfer pricing rules for transactions between the utility and 

holding company are set forth in its proposed Policy and Guidelines for Alfiliate 

Company Transactions, which is not yet adopted by the Commission. (See 

Section 7.S.) We will review PG&E's proposed transfer pricing rules for 

transactions between the utility and holding company in that context. 

26. Although the Audit Report demonstrated that PG&B has n'ade some 

accounting errors, we address these errors through the further conditipns we 

impose on internal controls. ORA has not demonstrated .to our satbfactiol\ that 

the e((orls made in the documentation of the utility's transactions with its 

affiliates are Jarge and systematic enough to warrant imposing the proposed 10% 

adder. 

27. Rule IV.F of the Affiliate Transaction Rules requires the utility to maintain 

records of all tariffed and nontariffed transactions with its affiliates. Rule VI.C 

. requires an annual audit to verify compliance with our Rules. Our Affiliate 

Reporting Requirement Rules (sec 48 CPUC2d 163) also requirc, inter alia, that 

the utility calculate lmnsfer pricing. 
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28. Rule IV.F of the Affiliate Transaction Rules should be interpreted broadly. 

This Rule does not linlit the type of affiliate transactions which the utility should 

document and archive. Negotiations of any sort which include the utility and its 

affiliate are covered by this Rule, whether or not they arc consumn\ated. 

29. PG&E's argument that changed circumstances have overtaken the Audit 

Report and its recommendations supports our requirement that the verification 

audit should occur in three years, in order to verify that PG&E Corporation's 

new corporate structure and controls properly implement this Commjssion's 

required conditions. 

30. ORA is not requesting a rate adjustment or penalty as a result of the errors 

alleged in the Audit Report, b~ause the errors did not affect past rates, and the 

par-ties are recOinn'lcnding the appropriate future revenue requirement for PG&E 

in its 1999 general rate case in light of, intet aHa, the Audit Report. 

31. Generally accepted auditing standards describe internal control as a 

process designed to prOVide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of 

objectives in the following categories: (a) reliability of financial reporting; 

(b) effectiveness and efficiency of operations; and (c) compliance with applicable 

Jaws and regulations. Internal controls consist of activities such as accounting, 

timekeeping, and tim,e-recording, and other systems needed to ensure accuracy 

and accountability. 

32. So long as the utility is part of the same company that has unregulated 

affiliates and subsidiaries, the cxisten~e of adequate internal controls is important 

to this Commission because it is through examination of the material generated 

by the internal controls that we can be sure that PG&E tllaintains appropriate 

separation between the regulated and unregulated portions of its business, and 

that ratepayers are not subsidizing PG&E Corpor<lUon's unregulated activities. 
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33. The issue of adequate internal controls continues to be relevant in PG&E1s 

new corporate structure, since the regulated utility is still a part of PG&E 

Corporation, and the potential lor cross-subsidization still exists. Adequate 

internal controls will assist the Comnussion in verifying that PG&E's claims that 

the company maintains adequate separation between regulated and 

nonregulated activities. 

34. We cannot find based on this record that PG&E's newly established 

structure and "enhancements" provide adequate internal controls in order to 

assure us that PG&E Corporation is maintaining appropriate separation of its 

. regulated and unregulated businesses, largely because the information obtained 

as a result of these neW controls was not audited, and some controls are still in 

the process of being in'lplenlented .. 

35. PG&E's timekeeping procedures which it had in place during the audit 

period should be improved, especially to dearly set forth the nature of the work 

the employee has performed, whether in the context of recording the time or 

hilling the time. It is also critical to provide training to employees regarding 

these new procedures to ensure that they are in lact being implemented. 

36. The SAP system, at least as implemented by PG&E as set forth in ORA's 

rebuttal testimony at Exhibit 2·2, llttached to Exhibit 104, does not provide the 

detail necessary to understand the nature of the tr,lnsaction. The system should 

be able to record and report information concerning the affiliate involved, the 

project or type of service, and the nature of the employee's specific activity in one 

document, so that future auditors, or others at the company in need of this 

information, do not have to compile it by piecing together various source 

d6cunlents (Le., desk calendars to ascertain the nature of the employee's activity). 
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37. PG&E's system of budgeting during the audit period and shortly 

thcC(~'alter should be improved. For exarnplc, its 1997 Annual Budget [or AUiliatc 

Planning Orders (which budget la)]s outside of and is nlote re~ent than the audit 

period) (ontains such general informatiOl.l (Le., legal services or safety and health 

administration) that we cannot understand the specific nature or reasonableness 

of the expenditures. 

38. An established pI'ocedure for analyzing variance between planned and" 

actual expenditures is useful in that it ·,vill provide the ~()mpany the information 

to analyze the reasons (or the variance, and to determine whether the method for 

determining planned expenditures can be irrtproved. 

39. PG&E's implementation of authorization documents during the audit 

p2riod ~eeas improvcIi'lent in order 10 contain greater specificity. "For example, a 

Continuing Service Agreement, a n\e\:hanism for writtcl\ authorization (or the 

provision of goods and services to affiliates, in and of itself, does not provide 

specific support for a specific transaction, but is :'llore general in nature. Also, 

PG&E's Daily Transaction Reports do not cover utility charges originating at the 

holding ~ompany. 

40. PG&E's failure in several instances to record significant payments to 

affiliates in its inter-office payables account may be a sympton\ of other control 

problems, such as timekeeping problems, and additional controls should be 

established which would ensure mOre con\plcte recording of these payments. 

41. The existence of some reporting errors with respect to corporate services, 

in part, supports the further conditions on internal controls. 

42. The COO project demonstrates the need for further separation between the 

regulated and unregulated activities, and the nccd (or a much better cost 

allocation policy and implementation of that polfcy in order to enSure that 
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ratepayers do not finance competitive activities. The futurc audit we order tOday 

can aid us in this determination. The COO project also demonstrates the need for 

dearer, and more detailed timckeeping policies, procedures, and training 

thereon, which is addressed by the further conditions We adopt on internal 

controls. 

43. Although PG&E did not transfer its entire power quality business line to 

PG&E Energy Services, PG&B transferred more than just five purchase orders to 

PG&E Energy Services, either directly or indirectly. 

44. The fact that timekeeping errots existed in the past with respect to the 

Tiger Project supports the further intern<\t conttols conditions which we impose. 

It also reinf(m:es the need for a verification audit to monitor whp.ther the changed 

circumstances in fact result in bettcr tracking and recording of {'mployee time,' 

and appropriate separation betwecn the utility and affiliates. 

45. PG&E's JJ8·hour day" timekeeping systcn\ would only be accurate if 

affiliates were billed on a cost, rathcr than~fair market valuc basis, and PG&E's 

assumptions regarding proportionality arc h\ fact accurate. 

46. PG&E did not violate Commission asset transfer reporting rules by failing 

to report the pension allocation in the 1996 Annual report on Significant 

UtiJity-AUiliate Transactions, because no assets were transferred out of the trust. 

PG&B is bound by the minimum reporting requirements. However, we 

en<:ourage I)G&B to report in its m\nual report significant utility-affiliate . 
transactions which comply with the spirit of the reporting requiren1ents, and can 

add clarity to the Commission's ability to understand utility-affiliate transactions. 

47. PG&E is currently cOJnmitted to apprOXimately $26 n"lillion under t,hc 

existing credit support authorized b)' D.91~12-057. PG&E dcsites to have some 

flexibility to provide limited future credit support (or utility-related aUiliatcs and 
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subsidiaries. PG&E recommends reducing the $500 luiBion credit support 

authorized by 0.91-12-057 to $50 million. ORA does not oppose this request. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. The Interim Opinion's holding that PG&E's proposed reorganization into a 

holding company structure should not be classified as an acquisition activity 

subject to Pub.Util. Code § 854 should not be changed. 

2. As applicant, PG&E has the bu~deri of proof to demonstrate th~t it~ 
requested relief is reasonable under Our adopted standard of ratepayer 

indifference (or approving"holding company applications. PG&Ethereforc has 

the burden of proof to demonstrate th~\t(I) a valid business purpose exists, and 

(2) the reorganization may be accomplished and ((Itul'e operations conducted 

pursuant to conditions that will be adequate to prilted the public interest. To the 

extent that PG&E fails to meet this burden, we may add further conditions in 

order to protect the public interest, or reject the application. 

3. ORA has the burden of producing evidence in support of its affirmative 

recommendations. 

4. Ordering Paragraph 17 of 0.96-11-017 should be modified to read as 

follows: liThe capital requil'en,ents of PG&E, as determined to be necessary and 

prudent to meet the obligation to serve or to operate the utility in a" prudent and 

efficient nlanncf, shall be given fii"st priority by PG&E Corporation's Board of 

Directors." 

5. PG&E should not be subject to the proposed financial restrictions while 

other California investor-owned energy utilities arc not, because PG&E is not 

unique vis-a-vis other "such California energy utilities in this regard, and we do 

not wish to place PC&E at a competitive disadvantage with r~spect to other such 

Ca1ifornla energy utilities. 
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6. When we review the Affiliate Transaction Rules, the Commission may 

examine whether it is necessary to impose additional financial conditions on the 

energy utilities with respect to their holding company operations. 

7. Parties who believe it is necessary to raise the need {or further financial 

conditions on all eledric and gas utilities within our jurisdiction, either as 

proposed by ORA in this proceeding, or other appropriate financial conditions, 

may raise this issue when the Commission reviews the Affiliate Transaction 

Rules as provided in 0.97-12-088, slip OP, at p. 99, Otdering Paragraph 10. 

B. ORA's recommended condition discussed in Section 7.1 regarding 

assignment of business opportunities should not be adopted. 

"9. ORA's recommended condition discussed in Section 7.2. regarding 

conforming affiliate agreements should not be adopted. 

10. \Vithin three years after "the date of this decision, the Commission should 

conduct an audit of PG&E Corporati0I1, PG&B, and controlled affiliates, at the 

expense of shareholders of PG&E Corporation, to determine compliance with the 

conditions adopted in this proceeding, PG&B Corporation's Policies and 

Guidelines for Affiliate Transactions, and other applicable Conrmission orders 

and regulations, as morc specifically described in the Ordering Paragraphs of this 

decision. (Verification Audit.) PG&E, PG&E Corporation, and all (ontroned 
" . 

affiliates should retain until the completion of the verifka.tion audit (I) all internal 

and external correspondence between PG&E and affiliates; (ii) to the extent 

prepared in the normal course of business, desk calendars, meeting summaries, 

phone caU summaries, or logs and E-mail correspondence between PG&E officers 

and department heads and a(filfates; and (iii) marketing materials, proposals to 

customers, and business and strategic plans. 
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11. ORA's request that the Conlmission provide the auditors of audits 

conducted pursuant to our direction in the Affiliate Transaction Rules with 

explicit direction in this proceeding con<:erning review of Rule V.E transactions 

should be denied. 

12. If ORA or any other party requests that the Conmtission generically 

modify or clarify the Alfiliate Transaction Rules, it should do so by an 

appropriate procedure in the Affiliate Transaction proceeding. 

13. ORA's recommended condition dis<:ussed in Section 7.4 regarding PG&E's 

acceptance of the Affiliate Transaction Rules as holding company conditions 

should be denied. 

14. No later than 90 days after the effective date of this proceeding, PG&E 

Corporation should implement its proposed parent company Polky and 

Guidelines for Affiliate Company Transactions as modified by (1) the 

Contmission in the Interim Opinion and this decisionj (2) the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules, adopted in D.97-12-088, as modified by D.98--08-035; and (3) 

other pertinent Commission decisions. PG&E shall initially make this filing as an 

Advice Letter, which PG&E should serve on the service list of this proceeding: If 

there are disputes, they can be dealt with in the Advice Letter proce5s, as 

determined by the Energy Division, 01' a party may petition the Commission to 

reopen this proceeding for such limited purpose. We direct PG&E to meet and 

confer with ORA before filing the Advice Letter. 

15. ORA's recommended condition discussed in Section 8.1 regarding 

restrictions on dual officers and directors should be denied. 
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16. ORA's recommended condition discussed in Section 8.2 regarding 

separ~1tion of employment and employee benefit plans should be denied. 

17. ORA's recommended condition discussed in Section S.3 regarding 

compensation for the ''benefits of association" should be denied. 

IS. ORA's recommended condition discussed in Section 8.4 regarding transler 

pricing and the 10% adder should be denied, ~x(ept with respect to transfer 

pricing between the utility and holding company, where w~ do not decide the 

issue here. We will review PG&E'sproposed transfer pricing rules between the 

utility and holding company when we review PG&E's proposed Policy and 

Guidelines for AiliHate Company Transactions. -

19. ORA's re(ommended condition discussed in SectionS.5 regarding pricing 

studies should be denied. 

20. ORA's recommended condition discussed in Section 8.6 regarding 

prohibition against implying favorable treatnlcnt should be denied . 

. 21. ORA's reconul\ended condition discussed in Section 8.7 regarding a record 

of joint negotiations should be denied. 

22. If PG&B continues to usc its "S-hour day" timekeeping and billing systenl, 

PG&E should test this system to verily that its assumption that the "S·hour day" 

timekeeping and hilling system adequately and proportionately reflects work 

actually pedormed. 

23. I'G&E should in(orn\ the Commission If PG&E Corporation (orms an 

inSlIr,lllCC afliliate in the (uture. PG&E should comply with the requirements of 

Affiliate Transaction Rule VI.B, and notify the Energy Division by advice letter if 

and when an affiliate is created to sell insurance to the utility, and whether or not 

the afCiliate plans (0 se)) such insurance to· third parties as \vcll. PG&B should so 
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notify the Commission whether or not it believes the new insurance affiliate is 

covered by the Affiliate Transaction Rules. However, if PG&E does not believe 

the new affiliate is covered by the Rules, it need not demonstrate how the new 

affiliate wm comply with the Rules. I'G&E should, however, demonstrate in its 

Advice Letter why the affiliate is not covered by the Rules. 

24. In the future, PG&E should fuHy disclose the basis for its transfer pricing 

in Sections E and F of its annual report filled pursuant to D.93-02-019. 

25. In the future, if PG&E omits finandal statements for unconsolidated 

subsidiaries from its annual report filed pursuant to D.93-02-019,48 CPUC2d 

163, 179, PG&B should notify the Commission in the report which statements are 

missing, why they are ntissing, and approximately when PG&E anticipates 

supptenlenting the report. 

26. In the future, PG&E's annual affiliate reports responsive to Section G of the 

Reporting RequiremeIlts at 48 CPUC2d at 179-180 should indude the {ollowing: 

(1) Financial inforn\ation {or each consolidated subsidiary shown separately on 

the consolidating worksheet (instead of combining consolidated subsidiaries into 

a colunul entitled "other"); and (2) All information nec:essary to achieve a basic 

understanding of each subsidiary's or a(filiate's financial results. 

27. Ordering Paragraph 1 of 0.91-12·057 should be modified so that the 

$500 million of capital support which we authorized is reduced to $50 million. 

28. PG&E should comply with the fol1owing recommendations which it has 

not disputed. PG&E should: (a) Est.1blish accountability (or affiliate accounting 

and record-keeping in a single utility accounting manager; (b) Provide 

authorizing documents in advance of providing services between affiliates; 

(c) Redesign the existing systenl of associated company (affiliate) accounts. 

payable and receivable. (For this item, PG&E should (i) eliminate unnecessary 
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sub-ac~ounts; (ii) appropriately use notes and accounts payable accounts; 

(iii) standardize accounting (or inter-conlpany (afliliate) income tax trallsactions); 

(iv) develop a mechanisnl to flag improperly recorded payabte~ transactions; and 

(v) hl\prOVe the documentation supporting recorded transactions); (d) Establish 

written agreements lor all recurring transactions; (e) Imptove the documentation 

of the transfer pricing basis and the nature and scope of goods and services 

. provided; (0 Utilize requests {or services that have been required by continuing 

service agreements; (g) Conduct a complete review of existing written 

agreements and implement revisions Or execute new agreements, as ne~essary, to 

reflect transfers of responsibility from the utility to the holding company; 

(h) Ensure that all utility accounting with affiliates is recorded in inter-company 

receivableS and payables accounts, arid dev~lop a Simplified set of inter-company 

accounts with meaningful titles; and (I) Simplify inter-cOn\pany accounting 

procedures and update account d~umet\tation. 

29. PG&E should in\pJell'lcnt and n\ai~tain the following internal control 

systems for transactions between the utility and its a((iliates and subsidiaries and 

between the parent and the utility: (a) tracking; approval and authorization; 

(b) timekeeping; (c) billing; and (d) budgeting, which systems each contain' 

specific descriptions of the servi~es to be rendered, ot the services that arc 

anticipated to be rendered. These specific descriptions should indude, but are 

not limited to, a description of the entity billed, the type of service provided, and 

the specific job or activity performed. For common allocated holding company 

costs, there should be support for the allocation factors used to distribute the cost 

to the utility and other affiliates. PG&E and the holding company should also 

develop and maintain a timekeeping procedure describing the documentation 

requirements set forth above and providing guidance on correct timekeeping. 

PG&E and the holding conlpany should "Iso conduct a bttdget~to-adual variance 
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analysis at least quarterly to provide a n'leans to investigate significant deviations 

from pla~ned charges. PG&E and the holding company should maintain the 

internal reports and all detailed underlying documentation used to generate 

them until completion of the verification audit ordered by this decision. \Vith 

respect to its internal control system, PG&E and the holdhlg company should 

also include a referen~e indicating fton\ whom and fronl where more detailed 
, 

supporting data can be obtained. 

30. In order to ensllce that PC&B implements the recommendations set fort}:l 

in Conclusions of lAw paragraphs 28 and 29 promptly, \VC direct that no later 

than 180 days fron\ the effective date of this decision, PC&E should send a letter, 

verified by the head of either PG&E Corporation's or PG&Eis internal audit ". 

department, that ~G&E Corporation and PG&E have implementedthc c:on~itioils 

set forth. The verified letter should briefly describe the steps PG&E-has taken to" 

fullill these conditions and to verify their itrtplementation. If either PG&E 

Corporation or PG&E has been unable to (uny implement the recor1u'r'lcndation, 

the letter should state the reasons why, and a target date for full implementation. 

PG&E Corporation or PG&B should send a supplen'entallelter or letters every 

two months thereafter, as necessary, until full implementation has occurreg. 

These letters should be sent to the Executive Director, and also served on all 

Commissioners, the assigned ALJ, and the service Jist of this proceeding. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The application for Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) for authority 

pursuant to Public Utilities Code § 818 for issuance of stock by PG&E Parent Co., 

Inc. and PG&E Merger Company is granted, subject to the conditions set forth in 

Decision (D.) 96·11 ~OI7, and subject to the following conditions set {orth in 

Ordering Paragraphs 2 through 7 inclusive. 

2. PG&E shall comply with the following recommendations which it has not 

disputed. PG&E shall: (a) EstabHsh accountability lor a({i1iate accounting and 

record-keeping in a single utility accounting manager; (b) Provide authorizing 

,documents in advance of providing services between affiliates; (e) Redesign the 

. eXisting system of associated 'company (affiliate) accounts payable and 

receivable. (For this item, PG&E shall (i) eHminate unnecessary sub-accounts; 

(ii) appropriately usc notes and <'lCCOU.lts payable accounts; (iii) standardize 

accounting for inter-company (affiliate) income tax transactions; (iv) develop a 

mechanism to flag improperly recorded payables transactions; and (v) improve 

the docurnentation supporting recorded transactions); (d) Establish written 

agreements for all recurring transactions; (e) Improve the documentatioJ\ of the 

transfer pricing basis and the nature and scope of goods and services provided; 

(0 Utilize requests for services that have been required by continuing service 

agreements; (g) Conduct a complete review of existing written agreements and 

implenle~t revisiol'\s or execute new agreements} as necessary, to reflect transfers 

of responsibility from the utility to the holding company; (h) Ensure that all 

utility accounting with affiliates ,is recorded in inter-company receivables and 

payables accounts, and develop a simplified set of inter·company accounts with 
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meaningful titles; and {O Simplify inter-company accounting procedures alld 

update account documentation. 

3. PG&E shall implement and maintain the foHowing internal control systems 

for transactions between the utility and its affiliates and subsidiaries and between 

the parent and the utility: (a) tracking; approval and authorization; 

(b) timekeepingi. (c) biUing; and (d) budgeting, which systems shaH each contain 

spedfic descriptions of the services to be rendered or the services that arc 

anticipated to be rendered. These specific descriptions shall include, but arc not 

limited to, a description of the entity billed, the type of service provided, and the 

specific job or activity perlormcd. For commOn allocated holding company costs, 

there shall be support for the allocation factors used to distribute the cost to the 

utility and other affiliates. PG&E and the holding company shall also develop 

and maiutain a timekeeping procedure describing the documentation. 

requirements set forth above and providing guidance on corred timekeeping. 

PG&E and the holding company shan also conduct a budget-to-actual variance 

analysis at least quarterly to provide a means to investigate significant deviations 

from planned ch.arges. I'G&E and the holding company shaH maintain the 

internal reports and all detailed underlying documentation used to generate 

them until completion of the verification audit ordered by Ihis decision. \Vith 

respect to its internal control system, PG&E and the holding company shall also 

include a reference indicating fron' whom and from where n\ore detailed 

supporting dati\ can be obtained. 

4. In order to ensure that PG&E implements the reconmlendations set forth in 

Ordering Par,'gmphs 2 and 3 promptly, we direct that no later than 180 days 

from the e((ective date of this decision, PG&B shall send a letter, verified by the 

head of cither PG&E Corporation's or PG&E's intcrnal audit department, that 

PG&E Corporation and PG&E ha\'e implcn\cnted the conditions set forth. The 
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verified letter should briefly describe the steps PG&E has taken to fulfill these 

conditions and to verify their implementation. f( either PG&E CorpOraliOl\ or 

PG&E has been unable to fully implement the recommendation, the letter should 

state the reasons why and a target date for lull implen\entation. PG&E 

Corporation or PG&E shall send a supplemental letter or letters every two 

months thereafter, as necessary, until fun implementation has occurred. These 

letters shall be sent to the Executive Ditector, and also served on all 

Commissioners, the assigned Administrative Law Judge (AL]), and the service 

list of this proceeding. 

5. \Vithin three years after the date of this decision, the Executive Director 

shan make staff assignments as necessar)' to conduct an audit of PG&E 

Corporation, PG&E, and controlled a((iliates, at the expense of shareholders of 

PG&E Corporation, to determine compliance with the conditions adopted in this 

proceeding, PG&E Corporation's Policies and Guidelines for A(filiate 

Transactions, and other applicable COll'\mission orders and regulations. 

(Verification Audit.) The verification audit period should cover the period from 

January 1,2000 through December 31,2001. Howeyer, nothing in this order 

prevents the auditors from reviewing transacUons prior to the audit period, and 

particularly during the transition period to a holding company structurc, if the 

auditors believe it is l\eCessary to determine PG&Ws compliance. The 

Commission's Energy Division shall be the designated staff organization having 

. responsibility for the audit unless the Executive Dircctor determines that the 

needs of the Commission dictate otherwise. PG&E Corporation shaH reimburse 

the Commission for the costs of the audit, including the fees and expenses of an 

outside auditor or consultallt and Energy Division's incremental travel costs, if 

any. Energy Division nlay contract with the outside auditor or consultant and 

shall have the ultimate responSibility for selection, direction, monitoring and 
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supervision of the contractor. Prior to the selection of an outside auditor or 

consultant, Energy Division should consult with PG&E and ORA regarding the 

identity of potential contractors. PG&EJ rG&E Corporation, and all controlled 

affiliates shall retain until the (on'pletion of the verification audit (i) aU internal 

and external correspondence between PG&E and affiliates; (ii) to the extent 

prepared in the normal course of business, desk calendars, meeting summaries, 

phone call sunlmaries, or logs and E-mail correspondence between PG&E offi~ers 

and department heads and a{(iliates; alld (iii) marketing materials, proposals to 

customers, and business and strategic plans. The auditor's report shall then be 

sent by Energy Division to the ExeCutiVe Director of the COJlUl\ission, and shall 

be served on the service list of this application. The commission may then 

determine ,vhether further public proceedings regarding the audit are necessary. 

6. No later than 90 days after the e(fective date of this proceeding, PG&E 

Corporation shall implement its proposed parent company Policy and Guidelines 

for Afliliate Company Transactions as modified by (1) the Commission in the 

Interim Opinion and this decision; (2) the Affiliate Transaction Rules, adopted in 

0.97-12-088, as modified by D.98-OS-035i and (3) other pertinent Comnlission 

dedsions. PG&E shall initially make this filing as an Advice Letter, which PG&B 

shall serve on the service list of this proceeding. J( there are disputes, they c~n be 

dealt with in the Advice Letter process, as determined by the Energy Division, or 

a party may petition the Conuuission to reopen this proceeding for such limited 

purpose. We direct PG&H to meet and confer with ORA before filing the Advice 

Letter. 
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. 

7. PG&E shaH infornl us if PG&B Corporation forms an insurance affiliate in 

the future. PG&E shall comply with the requirements of Affiliate Transaction 

Rule VI.B, and notify the Energy OivislOl\ by advice lettet if and when an aililiate 

is created to sell insurance to the utility, and whether or Itot the affiliate plans to 

sell such insurance to third parties as well. PG&E shall so notify the Comn\ission, 

whether or not it believes the new insurance affiliate is covered by the Affiliate 

Transaction Rules. However, if PG&E does'not believe the new affiliate is 

covered by the Rules, it need not demonstrate how the new affiliate will comply 

with the Rules. PG&E shaH, however, denl0ilstrate in its Advice Letter why the 

aUiliate is not covered by the Rules. 

8. Ordering Paragraph 170£ 0.96-11-017 is modified to read as- follows: liThe 

_ capital requirements of PC&B, as deternUned to be necessary and prudent to 

meet the obligation to serve or to (}perate the utility in a prudent and ei(ident 

manner, shall be given first priority by PG&E Cotporation's Board of Directors." 

9. Parties who believe it necessary to raise the need for (urther financial 

conditions on- all electric and gas utilities within our jurisdiction, either as 

proposed by ORA in this proceeding or other appropriate financial conditions, 

may raise this issue when the Conunission reviews the Affiliate Transaction 

Rules as provided for in 0.97-12--088, slip op. at p."99, Ordering P<'tragraph 10. 

10. Ordering Paragraph 1 of 0.91-12-057 should be modified so that PG&E's 

aggregate limit of $500 million in capital support to PG&Ets regulated and 

unregulated subsidiaries or affiliates is reduced to $50 miJIion. Ordering 

Paragraph 1 of 0.91-12·057 shall now read as foHows: "Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company (PG&E), 01\ or after the effective date of this order, is authorized to 

provide up to an aggregate limito( $50/000,000 in capita) support to PG&E's 
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regulated and unregulated subsidiaries or affiliates upon terms and ~onditions 

substantially consistent with those set forth or contemplated by the appJication." 

11. This proceeding is closed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated Apri122, 1999, at San Francisco, California. 

RICHARD A. SILAS· 
Piesiderit ,-

. -. . 

HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L.NBEPER-· 

. Coi1:\m1ssi'oners 
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OH'rland Proposed Conditions 

Ac(us (0 Capital on Reasonable Terms 

I. Restriction on Unes of BusIness. 
The lotal capitalization (debt and equity) 
of PG& E's non·energy related business 
lines shall nol exceed 20% of PG&E's 
capitalization. Energ)' related business 
lines include fucl supply, energy 
conversion, storage,transmission, 
distribution, marketing, power quality. 
energ)' management. energ)' efficiency and 
assoc ialed technologies. 

2. RestrictIon on Tofallnnsfmtnf. 
The total capitalization of 1'0& E 
Corporation's business units other than 
PG&E shall not exceed PO&E's 
capitalization. PG&E Corporation will 
adjust the investment and dividend policies 
of its business units as necessary to salisf)' 
this condition. 

J. l'rohlblrlon AgaInst Parent' 
Company Senior Se(urilies and 
Pledging rG& E Stock. All tinancings 
other than sholt-term debt and the sale of 
PG&E Corporation common stock shall 
occur at the subsidiary (ewl. PO&E 
Corporation \\ ill not issue an)' preferred 
stock or an}' debt with a maturity greater 
than 12 months. PO&E Corporation \lill 
not p1cdge ils rG& E stock as security for 

APPENDIX A 

COMPARISON EXIIIBlT - EXIIIBlT 124 

l~eJatfd Affiliate Oll/OIR Rures Relationship Behnf" rroposed Condition and Rule 

PG&E Onrland/ORA 

Nor addressed in OIR. Utility-specific rule. Outside scope o(OJR. 

Not addressed in OlR. Urility-specific rule. Outside scope ofOIR 

Not addressed in OIR. Utility-sp«ific rule. Outside scope ofOIR 
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Onrland Proposed Conditions 

debt or make any other comm itmcnts 
impairing its ability to distribute PO&F:s 
common stock to PG&E Corporation 
shareholders through a spin-off. 

4. Capiral Requirements. lbe 
capital requirements of PG&E. as 
determined 10 be necessary and prudent to 
meet the obligation (0 sco'e or to operate 
the utility in a prudent and efficient 
manner. shall be gh'en first priority by 
1'0& H Corporat ion's Board of Directors. 

MaIntaIn the Commission'! Ability 10 
Re$po~d (0 Changing Ctrcumstanu5 

5. Vlility Dinslifure. lhe 
Commission may order PG&E Corpora lion 
(0 dinsl PO&E through a distribution of 
I'<J&E ~Ol11mOfl slock 10 PG&E 
Corporation's shareholders (i.e. a spin-off) 
ifthe Cvmmission determines I'G&E's 
affiliation with PO&E Cvrporation has 
caused or is likely 10 cause material hann 
to ('O&E or its rafe(3)-cfs. PO&E's 
affiliates \, ill notify their creditors the 
Commission has the authority to order the 

• PG&E has agreed to this revised language_ 

APPENDIX A 

COMPARISON EX.HOIT ~ EXIIIIJlT ti4 

RelaCed AffiliaCc OIi/OIR Itulu 

Nol addressed in OJR· Revises Existing 
I folding Company Condition J 2. 

The capital requirements of PO&E. as 
determined 10 be necessary to meet its 
obligation to secw, shall be giwn first 
priority by the Board of Directors of 
PO&E·s parent holding company and 
PG&E: 

Not addressed in OJR. 

2 

Rtlatfomhlp Between Proposed ConditIon and Rule 

I'G&E O"trland/ORA 

Utility·specific rule. _ Outside scope ofOJR 

Utility-specific lUre. Outside scope of 01 R 
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Onrlaild Propostd Conditions 

dh'estiture' of PG&E under certain' 
circumstances. 

6. Assignment of Budnen ' 
Opportunltiu. Any business acth'itics 
the Commis~jon finds to be necessary. 
re~sonably incidtntal orec6nomically 
apPt0pr:ate to utility operations will 
remain with PG&E.' 

APPENDIX A 

COMIJARISON EXIUBIT· EXIHHIT 124 

Related Affiliate OllfOIR Hulrs 

VII, Utility PrOduch & Strdtes 

A. GentralRult: Ex{Cpl as pto\'idcd (or 
in these Rules. new products and serVices 
sh~1I be o«er~d'thr()ugh affiliates. 

III. Nondiscrimination 
B. AmUatt TransattioDS! Transactions 
brewee" :l, utility and its affiliates shall be 
limited to tariffed productS and servkes. 
ahe sale or putchase of goods, ptopert)', 
ptoducts or sel1'tces m~de genelally 
available by Ihe utility or affiliate (0 all 
nlarh. participanls through an open, 
tOnlp(tith'e btdding process, or as provided 
(or in SedioM V D and V Ii (joint 
purchases and (orporale support) and 
Section VII (new producls and sen:iccs) 
below, provided the transactions provided 
for in Section VII compfy \\~ith all o(lhc 
othet adopted Rules. 

E. Business Ondopment and CustOllle-r 
Relallons! Ihcepl as olheO\ise pto\,jdcd 
by these Rules. a utility shaH nol: 
I. Provide leads to its affiliates; 
2. solicit business on behal( o( irs 
amliates~ 
J. Acquite informalion on behalf of or 10 

J 

Relationship lleClnrn Proposed Condition and Rule 
PG&E O\'ulandlORA 

Conflicts \\ith OJR Rute VII 
(for new producls and selYke) 
and OIR Rule I II «(or existing 
utili(y pr6ducts or sel1'kes). 

Outside sCope ofOJR b«ause 
the proposed condition teslricls 
the acti,,:ties of affiliates. Does 
nol conflict with Rule' VII 
betause Rule VII allows the 
utaily to provide'n'on-rariffed 
goods and servi(cs in s~dfitd 
circumstances. ORA agtees that 
lhe affiliate transaction rults 
gowm transfers of goods, 
property, products and stlYiccs 
(0 affiliates. 
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(herland I'roposed Condilions 

1. Agreemenh with Affiliates to 
Conform l\ith CommIssion .'indfngs. 
AlllrallsaClions bch\e~n f'O&E and 
affiliates shall be subject to \\riuen 
-affiliate agreements". Affiliate 
agreements. b)' definition, are not the 
product of arms-length negotiation. All 
f'G&E affiliate agreements shall include a 
"regulatory out" clause allo\\ing 1'0& E to 
terminate or n10dify the conlractto 
COliform with Commission findings i(the 
Commission determines the lerms oflhe 
agreement are unfair to PO&E or its 
ratepap:'rS. PG&E \\ it! cause its affiliate 
agreements to be terminated or modified 
consistent \\jlh Commission findings. 

APPENDIX A 

COMPARISON EXllllnr· EXIIiDIT 124 

Related Affiliafe Oll/OIR Rules 

pro\'ide 10 its affiliates; 
4. share market analysis reports or any 
other t)'JlCS of proprietary or non-publici)' 
a\'ailable reports, including but not limited 

to market, forecast. planning or strategic 
reports, with its affiliates .... 

Relationship Dtlween Proposed Condition and Rule 

PG&E O,'uland/ORA 

III.D.1. Pro\-islon of Supply, CapadCy, Utility-specific rule Outside scope ofOIR 
Sen-fcu or Information: Except as 
pro\'ided for in S~lions V D, V E, and VII. 
provided the lransaclions provided for in 
Section VII comply with all of the other 
adopted Rules, a utility shall provide access 
to utility information, sen-ices, and unused 
capacity or supply on the same terms for all 
similarly situated market p~rticipan(s. If a 
utilit), pro\'ides supply. capacity, sen'ices, 
or information to its affilia!e(s), it shall 
contemporaneously make the offering 
a\'ailable 10 all similarly situated market . 
participants, \\ hich include all competitors 
scn·jng the same market as the utility's 
affiliates. 

J. TarUfllistretlon: If a ta,iffpro\-ision 
allo\\ s for discretion in its application, a 
utilit), shall appl)' lhallariff provision in the 
same manner 10 its affilia!cs and odler 
markcl participants and their (cspe(th-c 
custOIllNS. 

4 

Rules 111.8.1. 3 and 4 and Rule 
IV. G are nol directly rele\'ant to 
the proposed condition. 
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Onrland Proposed Conditions 

8.· Audit. Within three to six years 
aOer the date oflhis Decision, the 
Commission will conduct an audit of 
PO&E CorlX'ralion, PO&E, and (onlto"ed 
affiliates, at. the expense of shareholders of 
PG&H Corporation,lo de(emline 
compliance with the conditions adopted in 
this proceeding, PO&E Corporation's 
Policies and Guidelines For AOiliate 
Transactions. and other applicable 
Comrnisslon orders and regulations 
(~Vetjfi(atjon Audit"). PO&E. PO&E 
Corporation. and all conlrolled aOilialcs 
shall retain unlilthe completion of the 
wrificalion audit (i) all internal and 

APPENDIX A 

COMPARISON EXHIBiT· EXllllUT 124 

Related Affiliate OIl/OIR Rules 

4. No Tariff nisU'ellon1 If a utility has no 
discretion i~ theapplkalion of a tariff 
provision, the utilily shall strictly tnforce 
IhM lariff' provision . 

. ,IV. Dtsdo!urt andlntormation 
·G. Maintenance ot Affiliate Contracts 
and Relafed Bids! A utility sMlI maintain 
a r~ord of a1l contraCts and related bids (or 
the provision of\\'Qrk, producCs or services 
to and (rom (he utility to its affiliates for no 
less than a period of three )·ears, and longer 
ihhis C"mmissioll or anoth€!r govetnment 
agcncy so requites. 

Relationship Between Proposed Condition and Rult 

PG&.~ Q,·erland/ORA 

VI. Regulatory O,'entghl Utility-spedne r.ute. Outside scope MOIR because 
(I) the proposed condition 
requires the cooperation of 
affiliates, and (~) the scope of 
the audit goes beyond 
compliance with the affiliaie 
Iransactions rules adopted in the 
OJR. 

C. AffilJa(t AudU: No lattt than 
D«embcr J I. 1998, and ever)' )'ear 
(hereaOer. the utility shall h3\'e audits 
performed .by independent auditors that 
cowr the calendar )'e.\r which ends on 
Deamber J 1, and that nrify that the utility 
is in compliance with the Rules set forth 
herein. lhc utilities shall file the . 
independent auditor"s report with the 
Commission's Energy Division beginning 
no later than May I. 1999. and serve it OIl 
all parties 10 this pr<xceding. the audits 
shall be at shareholder expense. 
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Onrland Proposed Conditions 

external correspondence between PG&E 
and affilia1es, (ii) to the extent (lrtpared in 
the normal course of business, desk 
calendars, mtNing summaries, phone call 
summaries, or logs and E-mail 
correspondence bchleen PG& E officers 
and department heads and a01liates, and 
(iii) marketing materials, proposals (0 

customers, and business and strategic 
plans. 

Separale Ulilily and Nonulilily 
AClhilles 

9. RUlrltlion on Dual Officcrs and 
Directors. No more than three PG&E 
OffiCCfS may also sco'e as officers of 
I~G&E Corporation or nonutility affiliates. 
No 1I10re lI,an three members of PG& E's 
Hoard of fjirectors can seo'c on PG&E 
Corporation's Board of Dircctors. 

APPENDIX A 

COMPAIUSON EXIiIOIT - fo:XlIllJlT 124 

Helated Affiliafe OIl/OIR Rules 

V. Separation 
G. Employeu: 
I. I~xcept as permitted in Section V E 
(corporate support), a utility and its 
affitiales shall not jointly emplO}'lhe same 
emplo}"ecs. lhis Rule prohibitingjoinl 
cmplo}"ces also 3(lplies to Board Directors 
and corJlOratc officers, except for the 
following circumstances: In instances 
"hen this Rule is applicable (0 holding 
companies, an)' board member or corporate 
officer may ser\'e on the holding company 
and with either the utility or affiliate (but 
nor both). Where the utilil), is a mul.i·slate 
utilil}'. is not a member of a holding 
company shuclure, and assumes the 
corporate gO\'CfJla.nce functions for the 
affiliates, the prohibition against any board 

6 

Relationship Dehnen rroposed Condition and ltulc 

PG&E O,'ulandJORA 

Conflicts with clarification on 
limits of dual officers issued in 
Decision 98·08·035. . 

Consistent with Rule V.G. with 
regards to affiliates. Outside 
scope of 01 R \\ ith regard to 
PG&E Corporation because 
PG&E CorJlOration is not an 
affiliate for purposes of the 
aOlliale transaclion rules. 
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OHrland I·roposcd Conditions 

B. Stparatlon of Employment and 
':mplo)'t~ Benefit I'lans. To the extent 
ptrmiHed by law, all transfers of 
emplo)'ees betwcen I'O&E and affiliates 
shall bt- implemented as a resignation (rom 
one company and the acceptance of 
emplo)menl from the other company on 
the same terms as customarily apply to 
resignations to accept emplo)n1ent with a 
nonaffiliatc. Enlplo)'ees ofPO&E's 
affiliates \\i1I not participate in PO&E's 
emplo)'ec benefit plans. PG&E cmplo)'ces 
\\i\I not participate in the benefit plans of 
PG&E Corporation or olher affiliates. 
Temporary assignments of uti lit)' 
empfo)ees to affiliates, including 

APPENDIX A 

COMPARISON EXIIIBlT· EXHIBIT 124 

({elated Affiliate OIl/OIR Ruin 

mem~r or corporate officer oflhe utility 
also serving as a board nlembcr or 
corporate officer of an affiliate shall only 
apply to affiliates that operate within 
California. In the case of shared directors 
and officers, a corporate officer from the 
utility and holding compan)' sfJall \'erify in 
the utility's compliance plan the adequacy 
of the specif'lc mechanisms and procedures 
in place to ensure that the utility is not 
utililing shared officers and directors as a 
conduit to circumwnt any of these Rules. 
[Text regarding compliance p,lan showing 
omitted,) 

V. Separation 
G. Empl()"ees: 
I. Except as permitted in Seclion V E 
(corporate support), a ulilit)' and its 
affiliates sfJall not jointly emplo), the 
same emplo)'ees. This Rule prohibiling 
joint efllplo)'ees also applies to Doard 
Directors and corporale officers, except 
for the following circumstances: In 
instances \\ hen this Rule is applicable 
to holding companies, any board 
member or corpora Ie offiur may sef\'C 
on thc holding company and with either 
the utility or affiliate (but not both). 
Where the ulilit)· is a multi·state ulililYt 
is nol a member of a holding compan), 
sfrucCure. and assumes the corporate 

7 

Relationship Dehnen Proposed Condilion and Ilure 
PG&E O,'erland/ORA 

ConOids - Affiliate OIl/OIR 
dots not prohibit employees 
from participating in benefit 
plans of othtr affiliates and it 
permits rotations and temporary 
assignments of utility 
employees to.al1 but marketing 
affiliates. 

The Affiliale Transaction Rules 
do not specifically pemlit or 
prohibit affilia~e emplo)'ees to 
participale in utility benefit 
plans. Howc\'tr, the proposed 
condition is consistent with the 
profJibition against joint • 
emplo)ment conlained in Rule 
V.G. 0.98·08·035 does allow 
temporary assignments of 
emplo)'ees with slricllimils. 

Rules V.O,2 (c) and (d) and 
Rule V.E. are not dir«tly 
rcle\'ant to the proposed 
condition. . 
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O,'trland Proposed Conditions 

rotational assignments. ate prohibited. 

APPENDIX 1 

COMPAIUSON ["HIOIT· EXHIBIT 124 

Rflafed Affiliate OIlIOIR Rules Relationship DthHen Proposed Condition and Rule 

go\'cmance functions for the aHiliates. 
the prohibition against any board 
member or corponite OmeN of lhe 
utility also serving as a ooard I'ncmbe, 
or corpOrate officer of an affiliate shall 
only apply to affiliates that operate 
within California. In the case Of shared 
direch>rs Arid 9fticers. a corporate 
ofJkef (com the ulilil)~ and holding 
cOmpany shall Hrify in the utitity's 
(omplian(t plan the adequac)' of the 
speci(jc mechanisms and procedures in 
place to ensuie thai the utility is nOt 
utilizing shared officers and directors as 

,a conduit fo circumvent any of these 
Rules. 
(Text regarding compHance plan 
showing omitted.) 

2. All employee movement between a 
utility and irs afnJiatts shall be 
(onsistent with the rot/owing 
pro\'isiQns: 

.lI. A ulility shallirack and report to the 
Commission all tmp!o)"ee mOHntcnl 
utwetn the utility and affiliates. lhe 
ulility shall report this information 
annually pursuant 10 our Affiliate 
Transa,tion Reporting Ikcision, 1).93· 
02·016. 48CPUc2d 163. 111.172 and 
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COMI'ARISON EXIIIUlT .. EXIIlBIT 124 

Relafed Affiliafe OIl/OIR Rulu Rtlalion'shlp Beh\'ttn Proposed Condition and Rule 

180 (Appendix A. Section I and Section' 
1111.), 

b. OnCe an emplo)'te of a lItilil)' 
becomes ail emplo),te of an affiliate, 
the employee may not tdum (0 the 
utility for a period of one year. This 
Rule is inapplicable if the affiliaieto 
which the employee transfer$ gcits oul 

,'o( business during the one-)"ear period. 
In the event thal such an emplo)'ce 

, returns to the utility, stKh employee 
cannot be relrans'(erred, reassigned, Of 

otherwise emp'o)"ed by the affiliate (or 
a period of two years: Emplo)'ees 
transferring (r6m the utility fo the 
affiliate 3re expressly ptohibited from 
using information gained from the 
utility in a discfim inatory ot exdush'c 
fashion, to the benefit of the amJiale or 

• (0 the detriment of olher unaffiliated 
sCf\'ice providers, 

c. When an employee of a utility Is 
transferred. assigned, or olherwise 
employed by the affiliate. the affiliate 
shall make a one-time paymenl to the 
utility in an amount equivalent to 15% 
of the emplo)'ce's base annual 
com~nsation. unless the ulility can 
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CO~H·ARISON J<:XHI81T· EXIIIBIT 124-

Related Affiliate OllfOIR Rules Relatlonshtp Between Proposed Condition and Rult 

demonstrate that some Jesser 
percentage (equal to alleast I S%) is 
appropriate (or the class of emplo)'cc 
included. In tile limited case \\here a 
rank-and-file (non·executh'e) 
emplo)'ee's pOsilion is efimin-ared as a 
tesult of electric industry restructuring, 
a l!tilily may demonstrate.hat no (ee or 
a lesser pen~enlage than I $% is 
appropri~te. The Board of [)iteclors 
must ,'ote to classify these employees 
as "impacted" by eledric restruCturing 
and these tmpfOlceS must ~ 
lransferted no latet than lJecembet 31. 
194>8. except (ot the tran~fer of 
employees working at dh'ested plants. 
In (hat instance. the Board ot Directors 
must vote to classify these cmployees 
as "impacred" by elccrric restructuring 
and these emploltes must be 
transferred no later than within 60 days 
al'l:er the end of the O&M contract with 
the new plant owners. All such fees 
paid to the utility shalt be accounted for 
in a separate memorandum accounllo 
track them for future'ralemaldng 
treatment (i.e. credited to the Electric 
Revenue Adjus.ment Account or the 
Core and Non·core Gas Fixtd Cost 
AccQunts. or other ratemaking 
'realnlent, as appropriate). On an annual 
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APPENDIX A 

COMPARISON Jc;XIII8IT· EXHIBIT 124 

ReJaledAfTiliafe Oil/olR Rules Relationship Between Proposed Condition and Rule 

basis, or as olnemise nC(;essary to 
ensure t~3t Ihe utility's rattpayt~s 
ftetl\.'e the fees. lhis transfer paymeril 
provision " .. ill nol apply to dtrical 
\VOrkeri. Nor will it apply to the initial 
transfer of empfo)'ees II) the ulitity's 
holding company to per(oml cOrpOrate 
support functions or to a separate 
affiliate pertonning (o#rate.5upport 
functions, provided thatthal transfer Is 
made dur'nt the initial implementation 
period oflhese rufesor pursuanlto a § 
85 I application 6( other Commission 
ptlXeeding. Ilowh'er, the rule. will 
apply 10 any sUbscquen'1 transfers ot 
assignments between a utility and its 
affiliates of aU covered emplo}'ees at a 
tater time. 

, 
d. An)' utility emplo)u hired by an 
affiliate shall nol remove or otherwise 
ptovide Information tolbe affiliate 
\,hich the affiliate would othcr\\ise be 
precluded (com t!a\'ing pursuant to 
these Rules. 

t. A ulilily shaH not maJ\e tempor3r)' or 
inlennillent assignments. or rotations 10 
its energ,y'marketing a(filialcs. Utility. 
employees not in'.ohed in marketing 
ma.y be used oo.a tempolary basis (less 

11 
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Rdated Affiliafe o 11/0 II{ RuIn 

than 30% of an employee's chargeable 
linte in afl)' calendar year) by affiliates 
not engaged in energy marketing only 
if: 

(i) All SUcil use is docuincnled. 
priced and reported in 
accordance \\ith these Rules 
and existing Commission 
repOrting rcquire·ments~ exctpt 
that \\hen the affiliate obtains 
the services of it non~ex«uli\'e 
employee. (ompenS{itiOfl to the 
utility sh~uld bepriced at a. 
rninintunl ofthe gteater of (ully 
loaded (ost plus 10% of direCt 
labor cosl, or fair nlarkel value. 
When Ihe affiliate obtains Ihe 
sen' ices or an exetuti\'e 
employee, compensation (0 the 
utility should be priced at a 
ntipinlUnl of the greater orrully 
loaded cost plus I S% of dir~ct 
labor cost, or fair market value. 

(ii) Utility needs (or utility 
employces always tale priority 
o\'cr any affiliate requests; 

(iii) No mort than S% of (ulltime 
equivalent utility employees 
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Helated Atfiliate Oll/DIR Rull's Relatlonshlp netwel'n Proposl'd Condition and Rule 

may be on loan al a gh'en time; 

(iv) Utility tmplo)'el's agree, in 
'Hiling, thatthe), will abide by 

Ihese Affiliate TranSaclion 
Rules; and 

(v) Affiliate use ofutitity 
employees must be tonducled 
pursuant to a written agreement 
appro\'ed by appropriate utitity 
and affiliate officers. 

v. Separatlon 
E. Corporate Suppot1: As a general 
principle. a U(jfjt)'. its parent holding 
company, or a separate affiliale trealoo 
soltly to perform corp6rate support services 
may share with its amtlates joint corporate 
o\·ersight. go\'ernance. suppM s),stems and 
personnel. Any shared support slJall be . 
priced. reported and (onducted in 
accordance with Ihe separation and 
Infonnation Slandards stl (orth herein, as 
well as othet applicabte Commission 
pricing and reporting requiremenls. 

As a general principle, such joint uliliMtion 
shall nol allow or pro\'ide a means (or the 
transfer of confidential information from 

IJ 
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Rtlaftd Affiliate OIl/OIR Rules Relationship Betl't'een Proposed Condition and Rule 

the utility to the affiliate, create the 
oppOrtunity for prderential.tteatmenl Or 
unfair tompetith'e advantage, lead to 
customer confusiOn, or tetate significant 
oppOrtunities (or <ross-subsidiZation of 
affiliates. In the compliance phn. a 
cotpOrate offictt from the utifity and 
hotdingc6mpany shall writy I~e adequacy 
oflhe sp«ific m«hanisfns and proCedures. 
tn place to"ensure the'utility follows the 
mandates of this paragraph, and to ensure 
the utility is nol utilizing joint COrporate 
support sen-ices as a conduit to drcum\'tnl 
these Rules. . 

Examples of strl'ices that may be shared 
include: payroll, taxes, shareholder. 
seniices, insurance, financial reporting. 
financial planning and analysis. corporate 
accounting. ({lfporate security. human 
resources (compensation. benefits, 
employment policies), cmplo)'ee records. 
regulatory arrairs, lobbying. rega', a.nd 
pension management 

Examples of sen'kes that may Ilol be 
shared include: employee Iccruiling. 
engineering, hedging and financial 
deri\'atiHs and arbitrage services, gas and 
ctectric purc"asing for resafe, purchasing (\f 
gas transportation and storage capacil)'. 
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16. Compensation (or Dtndib of 
Assodallon and Risks orSelt.Dtaling. 
PG&E'saffiliates selling products and 
serYkes within PO&E's ser.ke territory 
\\ ill make payments to tompensate PO&: E 
and its ratepayers (or: (I) the benefits 
accruing to the affiliate from its 
association with the local franchised 
distribution utility; and (2) the risk PO&E's 
cosl of seo'ice will increase as a resuh of 
preferentiallreatmenl gh,tn to the affiliate 
b)' PG&:E. "ll1e payment will renecl a 
Commission delcrm ined percentage of the 
rnenues receind by the Affiliate from the 
sate of products and services within 
PG&E's seo'ice territory, The 
Commission will delenninc the ~rccnlage 
ofrcwnuesto be paid 10 PO&E in PO&E's 
General Rate Ca~es. 

APPENDIX A 

COMPARISON EXIIIUlT - EXIIIBlT 124 

H('lai('d Affiliale OIlIOIH I~ults 

purchasing of electric transmission. s)'stem 
operations. and marketing. 

V. Separation 
F. Corporate Identification and 
Adnrlislng: 
I. A utility shall not trade upon, promote, 
or ad\'cr1ise its affiliate's affiliation with the 
utility. nor allow the utility name or logo to 
be used by the affiliate 01 in any material 
circulated b)'the affiliate, unless it discloses 
in plain legible or audible language. on the 
first p.:!ge 01 at the first point \\ hcre the 
utility name or logo appears thaI: 

a. the affiliate "is not the same company as 
[i.e. PO&E. Edison,the Gas Company. 

] h 'I' " etc .• t cull It)'. ; 

b. the affiliate is not regulated by the 
California Public Utilities Commission; and 

. 
c. ")'OU do not ha\'e to buy [the affiliate's) 
products in order to continue to receive 
quality regulated sen'ices from the utility." 

lhe application oflhe name/logo disclaimer 
is limited to the use of the nante or logo in 
California. 

15 
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Connicts • Affiliate OIllOIR 
rutes allow use of corporate 
logo with appropriate 
disclaimer and without 
pa)menl. Connicls with 
Affiliate OIRf01R Rules (hat 
eliminate benefits of 
association b«ause it assumes 
violations of the rules and 
ignores e~istence of penalty 
docket designed to e\'aluate 
penalties appropriate for 
violation ofaffiliate rules. 

Not addressed in 01 R. Proposed 
condition de:es not require 
paymenl for use of utility name 

, or logo. 
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17. Transfer Pridng. All transfers of 
assets. goods, servic~s. confidential utility 
information, and other items ohafue from 
PG&E to affiliates will be priced at the 
higher of (ully allocated cosl or fair market 
value. Fully allOcated (os 1 will include a 
10% ptemium on (ullyaHocated cosl 
eXduding the premium. All lrtmsfers of 
assets, goods, sCCYlcesand items of"alue 
from aOiliatts t6 PG&E will be priced at 
the rO\\"Cr of fully allocated cost (lr fair 
market valut. lhe 10% premium on fully 
allocated cost will not apply to transfers 
from affiliates (0 ro&E. 

APPENDIX A 

COMPARiSoN EXIIIUlT - I<:XIIIBIT li4 

Related Affiliate Oli/OIR Rules 

V. Srparation 
II. Transfer of Goods and St'nitl'Sl To 
the extent that these Rules do not prohibii 
transfers of goods and stlYices between a 
utility and its affiliates. and except for as 
provided by Rule V.O.2,e, all such transfers 
shall be subject to the following pricing 
provisions: 

t. Transfers fcom the utility (0 its affiliates 
of goods and sen.'ices produced, purchased 
or denJoped (or sale on the open market by 
the uliliry will be priced at fair market 
value. 

i. Transfers,from an affiliate to Ihe utility 
of goods and sen.'ices produced, purchased 
or developed for sale on the open market by 
the affiliate shall he priced at no more than 
fair market \'alue. 

3. For goods or services for \\ hich the price 
is regulated by a state or (ederal agency, 
that price shall be deemed (0 be Ihe fair 
market ,'alue. except that in cases \,here 
more than one state commission regulates 
the price of goods or s('o'ices. Ihis 
Comm iss ion 's pricing provisions govern. 

4. Goods and sen'ices produced, purchased 

16 

Relationshfp Between Propos('d Condition and Rule 

PG&E O,'erland/ORA 

Connic(s with Phase I on 
assetlransfers. Affiliate rules 
pro\'ide for fully loaded cost 
transfer pricing (or sptdfic 
categories. The adder is 5% 
andnoIIO%. 

Outside scope ofOIR with 
regard to non-energy affiliates 
and PO&E Corporation. Utility 
specific rule proposed 10 apply 
10% adder to enetgy affiliates. 
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18. Pridng SCud It!. PO& E shall 
prepare an ann'uat study of the market 
\:alue of all assels, goods and non,tariffed 
sCr\'icu it pco\'ides to affiliates, including 
corporate sen'iccs and !ransfers of 
confidential utilit}' infonllation. 
Immaterial transactions lila}' be excluded 
from the study excepl that the combined 
lolal (ully allocated cost of alilransaclions 
excluded (rom tbe study cxcept that the 
({lmbined total full), allocated cost of all 
Iransactions excluded from the slud)' 
cannot eMeed SI00.000. PO&E shall be 

APPRHDIX A 

COMPARISON EXIIIBIT· EXHIBIT 124 

. Related Affiliate Oll/OIR Rules Relationship Between PrOposed Condition and Rule 

or de\'e!oped (oi sale on the open markel by 
Ihe utility will be pro\'ided 10 its affiliales. 
and unaffiliated companies. on a 
nondiscriminatory basis. except as 
otherwise requited Qr pemlil(ed by these 
Rules or applkable law. 

S. Transfers (rom the utility to its affiliates 
of goods and services not prOduced, 
purchased or de\'eloped for sale by the 
utility "'jll be priced at fully loaded cost 
plus S% or ditect labOr cost. 

6. Transfers from an affiliate to the utility 
of goods and services not ptoduced, 
purchased or de\"eloptd (or Sale by .-he 

, . affiliate \,iII be priced at the lower of futly 
loaded cost or fai; market value. 

, PG& E O\'trlandJORA 

V. Separation Utility-sp«ific rute. Not addressed in OIR. Proposed 
condition is outsidt of scope of 
01 R to the exte(1t it requires. 
coo~ration of affiliates and 
appJiesto non·cnets)' affiliates. 
1 he propOsed condition is 
needed to monitor And aSsess 
lhe transfer plidng policy 
adopted in the affiliate 
Iransaction rules. 

H. Tran,(et or GoOd, and Sen"ltt5: To 
!hee:dent that these Rules do not prohibit 
transfers of goods and services between a 
utility and its affiliates, and except for as 
pro\'ided by Rule V.O.2,c, all such transfers 
shall be subject to the (ollo\\'ing pridng 
provisions: 

I. Trans(ers (rom the utilit)' 10 its affiliates 
of goods and ser\"kes produced, purchased 
or deVeloped for sale on the {lpen market by 
the utility ,\ ill be priced at fair market 

11 
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required to demonstrate it has determined 
fair market value through a method 
appropriate to the assel, good, or 
non-tariffed service. Such methods may 
include independent appraisals using the 
market or income approach; prices charged 
by alternati\'c service prO\iders. e,g. 
outsourcing; the apptkalion of hourly 
billing rates charged by contractors or 
consul ling firms (or similar work; or a 
combination of methods adequatel)' 
documented for audit purposes. The 
pricing studies will include an estimate of 
the affiliates· cost of obtaining equh'alent 
assels. goods or services inlernally or from 
a nonaffiliated parly. rG&E's affiliates 
shall pro\'ide }lG&H \lith all information 
neassar}' to prepare the prking study. 

APPENDIX A 

COMa-AUISON EXHIBIT - EXIIIIJIT 124 

H,l'Ialcd Affiliate OIIIOIR Rules Rtlationshlp IJcl\\'ccn Proposed Condition and Hult' 

value. 

2. Transfers from an affiliate 10 the utility 
of goods and sef\'ices produced, purchased 
or de\'efoped for sale on the open market by 
the affiliate shall be priced at no more than 
fair market vatue. 

3. For goods or services for \\hich the price 
is regulated by a state or federal agency. 
that price shall be deemed to be the fair 
market value, except that in cases \\ here 
more than one slate commission regulates 
Ihe price of goods or services, this 
Commission·s pricing provisions govcrn. 

4. Goods and seo'ices produced. purchased 
or de\'clopcd for sale on the open market by 
lhe uti lit)' will be provided fo its affiliates 
and undl1lialed companies on a 
nondiscriminatory basis. except as 
olhem ise requited or permiUed by these 
Rules or applicable law. 

S. Transfers from the utitity to its affiliates 
of goods and sc.\·ices not produced, 
purchased or dereloped for safe by the 
utility will be priced at full)' loaded COS 1 
plus S% of direcllabor cost. 

6. Transfers frorn an amliate 10 the utility 
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20. ProhibitIon Against Implying 
Fnorable Trtalment. PG&E 
Corporation. PG&E and their affiliates are 
pr()hibited from impl)'ing the purchase of 
products from affiliates will result in 
(a\'orable treatment from PG&E in utility 
transactions. 

APPENDIX A 

COMPARISON EXIII8IT. EXIlIUIT 124 

Related Affiliate OIl/OIR Rules 

of gOods and services not produced, 
purchased or dew toped for sale by the 
a ffiliate will be plktd at the lower of fully 
loaded cost or fair math' value. 

Relationship IJdween Pro'posed Condition an~ Rute 

PG&E O\'uJand/ORA 

III. Nondlstrimlnatlon Utility-specific rule. Outside Of sCope of OJR 
A. No Pcdnenlial Tttalnttn( Regarding 
Seo'ttu 'pr.:., .. ldM brthe Utility: Unless 
otherwIse authorized by'the C()mm issi<m or 
theFERC. or pettnilted by (heseRutes, a 
utility shall not: 

I. reptesenlthat, as a result of the 
affiliation \vith the utility. its affiliates or 
customers of its affiliates wit! r«,dve any 
different treatment by the uHliry than the 
trealmcnt the ulility provides to other J 

unaffiliated companies or their customers; 
Ot 

2. provide its affiliates, or customers of its 
affiliafes, any prderenee (indu~ing but not 
limited to (erms and conditions, pridng~ or 
tim ing) o\'cr non-am \jaled suppliers or their 
customers in the provision of services 
provided by the utility. 

lJol. Offntng of Illscounh: Except "hen 
made generally 3\'aifable by the utility 
through an ope 11, competitive bidding 
process, if a utility offers a discount or 
wai\'es a" or any p3rt of an)' other charge or 

J9 

, because the ptoposed condition 
restricts the activities or 
affiliates. The propOSed 
condition is ~('\fi$islent with the 
afliliate transaction rutes with 
regards to the aclh'ities of the 
utility. . 
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fee (0 its affiliates. ot offers a discount or 
watHr for a lransaction in whkh its 
affiliates ate involved. the utility shall 
contemporaneously nMke such discount Or 
waiver 8\'ailabte to all similarly situated 
market participants. The utilities should not 
use the «similarly situaled" qualification fo 
(teate such a unique discount arrangement . 
with their affiliates such that no competitor 
could be considered simifarly situated. All 
competitors serving the same market as ·the 
utility's at'riliate.$ should. be offered the 
same discount as the discount fecth'cd by 
the affiliates. A utility shall document the 
cost differential underlying the discount (0 

its affiliates in the affiliate <1iscountrtport 
described in rute 111 F 7 below. 

Ill. TarIN' Dbuetlon: If a tariff 
provision allows (or discretion in its 
application, a utility shall apply (hat rariff 

. provision in the same manner (0 its 
affiliates and other market participants and 
their respecCh'e customers. 

0.4. No Tarlct Uiscreclon: If a utility has 
no discretion in tfle application ora fariff 
pro\ision.the utilit)· shall strktfy enrorce 
that tariff pro\·ision. 
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23. Rtcord of Joint Negotiallon!. If 
(I) affiliate personnel (or represcntati\'cs) 
atlend or participate in negotiations 
between PG&E and nonaffiliate.s, or (2) 
PG&E personnel (or representatiHs) 
allend or p.lrticipale in negotiations 
beh\een an affiliate and a nonaffiliate, or 
(3) PG& E and an affiliate jointly negotiate 
wilb a nonaffiliale; the ulilit), shall create a 
record of lhe negotiations and make the 
record a\'ailable to the Commission on 
request. "fhe record shall contain the 
following infonnalion: (I) the dale of the 
negotiation (2) the nanltS and emplo)'er of 
each person attending or participating in 
the negoliation (3) the subject mailer Mthe 
negotialion (4) all non.public utility 
information made a\'ailable to the affiliate 
during or in connection wilh the 
negotiation (5) Ihe spedfic Affiliate 
Transaclions Rules relicd upon to permit 
the- exchange of non-public information 
and the factual basis fot determining the 
exchange of information was permitted 
under the rule; (6) a description of at! other 
transactions. if an}" entered into b}' the 

APPENDIX A 
COMPAIUSON EX.lIlJn' - EXII.DlT 124 

I~elatcd Affiliate OIl/OIR Rules Relationshtp IJehnen I)r()poscd Condition and Rule 

E.1. Duslnrss Ornlopmen( and 
Cu~lomu Relations: Except as otherwise 
pro\'ided by Ihese Rules. a utility shall not: 
••• ghoe any appearance thai the affiliate 
speaks on behalf ofthe utility. 

PG&fo: Onrland/ORA 

v. Separation Utilit)'-specif.c rule. Utility specific affiliate 
transaction rule. O. Jornt PUfcbuts: To the extent not 

precluded by any other Rute, the utilities 
and their affiliates may make joint 
putchases of good and services. but not 
those associated with the traditional utility 
merchant function. For purpose of these 
Rules, to Ihe exlent that a utilit}' is engaged 
in the marketing oflhe commodity of 
electricity or natural gas to customers, as 
opposed to the marketing of transmission 
and distribution sCl\'kes. it is engaging in 
merchant functions. Examples of 
permissible joint purchases include joint 
purchases of office supplies and Ielephone 
ser\'ices. Exan.lples of joint purchases not 
penn illed include gas and el«tric 
purchasing for resale. purchasing of gas 
trailsportation and storage capacity. 
purchasing of electric transmission. systems 
operations, and marketing. The utility must 
insure that all joint purchases arc priced, 
reported, and conducted in a manner that 
permits clear identification of the utilit}' aTld 
affiliate portions of such purchases, and in 
accordance with applicable Commission 
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utility or the affiliate with the nonaffiliated 
participant a~ it resulloflhe negotiation; 
(1) a description of ail other transactions 
entered into by the utility and Ih.e 
nonaffiliated p3rticipanl within 90 da)'s of 
the negoliati6n~ and (8) the tille of aU of 
dOcuments created in conjunction \\ilh the 
negotiations including bul not limited t6 
\Hillen ptoposals. cOrttspondence. 
agendas and notes. ., he uti lily v,"iII 
maintain a copy of allihe dOcumentS 
created inconjunction with the 
negotiations fot at reAst three years. 

APPENDIX A 
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Related Affiliate OllfOIR Rules Rtlatio"nshlp Between Proposed Condition and Rule 

allocation and {eporting rules. 

V. Stparation . 
f<\CorpOrale Identincalion and 
Alh"trtlslng: 
4. A utility shaH not participate in joint 
ad\'ertisingor jQint marktting with its 
affiliates. lhis prohibition means that 
utilities may not engage in activities \\hkh 
includt-, butare nOllimited (0 the 
following: 

a. A lJtility shall nol p.lrtitipate wilh its 
affiliates in joint sates callst through joint 
call centers Of otherwise. Of joint propOsals 
(including resp6nses (0 requests ror 
pfOposals (RFPs)) to existing or potential 
customers. At a customer'S unsolicited 
request, a utility rna)' participate, (:Ina 
nondisctiminatory basis. ill non-sales 
meetings with its affiliates or any other 
market participant to discuss t~chnical or 
operational subjecls regarding the utility's 
provision oftransportation service to the 
customer; 

b. Except as othem i se pfl)\'ided (or by 
these Rules, a utility shatl not participate in 
any joint activit)' with its affiliates. 111e 
term ':,joint activities" includes, but is not 
limited to, ad\'ertising. sales, marketing, 
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Onrland IJroposed Conditions 

24. Affiliate Transactions Rults 
Acctpftd as Bolding Company 
Conditions. PO&E. PG&E Corporation 
and PO& n's affiliates hereby grant the 
Comm ission the authority (0 enforce all of 
the Affiliate Transactions Rules adopted in 
D.91-12-088 and this decision, even if the 
lutes are subsequent1y detemlined 10 be 
invalid. (n the nenl some por1ion of the 
Affiliate Transaclions Rules are 
determined to be imalid, PO&B, PO&H 
Corporation and I'G&E's affiliates agree to 
~onlinue to abide b)' the por1ion ortlle 
Affiliate Transactions Rules detelmined to 
be inva1id, unless directed 10 do othemise 
b)' the COl1unission. 

APPENDIX A 

CO~II)ARISON EXHIBIT .. EXIIIDIT 124 

Related Affiliate 011i01H. Rults 

communications and correspondence with 
any existing or potential customer; 

c. A utility shall not participate \\'ilh its 
affiliates in trade shows, conferences, or 

other information or marketing e\'Cnts held 
in California. 

Not Addressed in OIR. 
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Conniet because Holding 
Company is not co\'ered by 
Affiliate OII/OIR rules. IHoulld 
(0 be im·alid. condition would 
then be i~ conmet with Affiliate 
O((fOIR. 

Outside of scope ofOIR. 
The proposed condit!on 
strengthens lather than 
(Onnicts with the affiliate 
transaction rules. 

• 


